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1 Introdu tion
It is more than 100 years ago that the rst step a ross the border to the quantum
world was done. Max Plan k studied the bla kbody radiation and found an explanation that made him feel extremely un omfortable { it involved the hypothesis of
the quantization of energy. Five years later it was Einstein who made the next step
by proposing a return to the parti le theory of light whi h allowed to explain the
photoele tri e e t.
This was just the beginning of a revolutionary pro ess and in those days it was
not foreseeable at all whi h hanges in the world of physi s, and even in everydays
life would follow. But not new toys like CD-players or digital ameras are the
reason why even people from outside the physi ists ommunity get more and more
interested in quantum physi s. Experiments like quantum teleportation [1℄ and
quantum ryptography [2, 3℄ ex ite them and trigger the asso iation with futuristi
s enarios.
Yet, where are the onne tions between and where is the transition from the
lassi al to the quantum world. "We annot, however, do with su h old, familiar,
and seemingly indispensable terms as "real"..." ([4℄, S hrodinger in his Nobel le ture
in 1933). Quantum me hani s does not t to the intuition we learn from a (at a
rst glan e) lassi ally appearing world. It was also S hrodinger who introdu ed
the term "Vers hrankung" [5℄ { Entanglement, triggered by the paper of Einstein,
Podolsky and Rosen (EPR) [6℄ in 1935, often referred to as the EPR-paradox. In
this famous paper, EPR analyze the predi tions of a two parti le system, where the
parti les annot be des ribed independently. Based on the possibility of predi ting
measurement results of remote parti les and, of ourse, based on lo ality, i.e. that
a measurement on one parti le annot in uen e the result of a measurement on
another one over a large distan e, they argued that quantum me hani s annot be
onsidered omplete.
The debate about entanglement and the EPR-paradox was purely philosophi al
for a long time, and only in 1964 Bell ame up with an experimentally testable inequality, that des ribed bounds on the so- alled lo al hidden variable theories (LHV
{ theories, that should omplete quantum me hani s). Bounds that are violated by
quantum me hani s [7℄.
The resear h on the foundations of quantum me hani s was no more only of
theoreti al nature. There was an ongoing e ort to experimentally violate Bell's
5
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inequality and, even until today, it was not possible to really proof the violation
beyond all doubts. The resear h on possible extensions of quantum me hani s was
{ and still is { extremely useful to sharpen our intuition on quantum me hani s and
the understanding of what entanglement means.
Nowadays the resear h on entanglement is no more only a resear h on the foundations of quantum me hani s. The ombination of quantum me hani s and information theory proofed to be extremely produ tive, and appli ations like quantum
ryptography and quantum omputation were developed [8℄. This, however, does
not mean that all of the novel on epts are fully understood. While the entanglement for two spin 1/2 parti les (qubits) is well understood, and in the past few years
the e orts were fo used more and more onto higher dimensional systems and systems onsisting out of more parti les, it is only two years ago that the entanglement
of three qubits has been lassi ed mathemati ally by Dur.[9℄.
Experimentally, the development towards higher numbers of entangled parti les
is an even bigger hallenge. It be ame quite simple to generate entangled pairs of
photons. However, only very few experiments a hieved entanglement between three
and four photons, and only in two experiments with atoms and ions three and four
parti le entanglement was dedu ed.
In this work a three-photon entangled state is experimentally analyzed { the
W-state (W for Wolfgang Dur who analyzed three parti le entanglement in the
above mentioned lassi ation). The interest in the W-state arises from the fa t,
that the entanglement for three parti les shows to fa es. On the one hand there
is the GHZ-state (GHZ for Greenberger, Horne,and Zeilinger who dis ussed a new
kind of violation of predi tions of LHV by quantum me hani s for more than two
parti les) whi h violates a generalized Bell theorem maximally. On the other hand
the entanglement in the W-state (whi h doesn't show su h a strong violation of
Bell's theorem) does not ompletely vanish (in ontrast to the GHZ-state) if one
out of the three parti les is lost. The three-photon entangled GHZ-state has been
experimentally realized in 1999 [10℄, and also the violation of Bell's inequalities for
three parti les [11℄ was experimentally approved, but an experimental observation
of the W-state was still missing.
The goal of this work therefore was the observation and analysis of the W-state
and its hara teristi properties. The thesis will begin with a short des ription of the
basi ideas when onsidering two parti les. The on ept of qubit and entanglement
will be explained and a short introdu tion of Bell's theorem is given. The following
hapter des ribes the lassi ation of three-qubit states, and the di eren es between
the properties of the W-state and the ones of the GHZ-state. A theoreti al des ription of the s heme for the preparation of the W-state follows in order to explain the
basi ideas and the onditions on the experimental realization of the setup. After
explaining the a tual setup and its alignment the rst observation of the W-state is
des ribed.
6
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A new impulse was given to the dis ussion about the EPR paradox when Bohm
presented a new and simpler version of it. While EPR were dis ussing momentum
and position of two parti les, Bohm looked at another degree of freedom { the spin.
Two spin 1/2 parti les (qubits) are the simplest quantum system to look at, be ause
a von Neumann measurement will give four possible out omes. The door was open
for Bell to formulate his theorem, following EPR's program, that allowed even for
experimental tests on whether quantum me hani s is fundamental or an extension of
the theory by the so alled lo al hidden variables. In this hapter I will introdu e the
on ept of qubit and entanglement in two-parti le systems. The EPR paradox will
be presented in the Bohm's formulation. Furthermore Bell's theorem in it's most
ommon form, namely the CHSH1 inequality, will be presented and its violation by
quantum me hani s demonstrated.

2.1 Qubits
Let us rst onsider an experiment on a lassi al system with two possible results,
for example the tossing of a oin. The two possible out omes of the measurement
are head or tail. The oin is in no other state than head or tail. As a quantum
me hani al ounterpart one ould hoose the spin of an ele tron, a two level atom or
the polarization of a photon, whi h will be our hoi e. A polarization measurement
on a photon an be realized by sending it at a polarizing beam splitter with dete tors
in ea h output arm. If a dete tor, mounted in the transmitted (re e ted) output,
li ks, horizontal (verti al) polarization is measured. The orresponding states are
denoted by jH i and jV i. In ontrast to the lassi al example of the oin these are
1 Clauser,

Horne, Shimony and Holt published the inequlity in [12℄

7
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Figure 2.1: The Blo h sphere representation of the Hilbert spa e of one qubit. The ir le
with the bold line at the border denotes equally weighted sums of jH i and jV i

not the only possible states the photon an have. The superposition prin iple allows
any superposition of the two basis ve tors as a state as well. The most general state
is j i = jH i + ei jV i with real parameters ;  and . In other words, the basis
ve tors jH i and jV i span a two dimensional Hilbert spa e H 2. It an be represented
by a ve tor on the so- alled Blo h sphere (see g. 2.1). Su h a two-state system is
alled 'qubit'.
Similar to the state preparation, the proje tion measurement an be performed
in any other basis. One might hoose the basis:
j +i = p1 (jH i + ei jV i)
(2.1)
2
(2.2)
j i = p1 (jH i ei jV i);
2
where h +j +i = h j i = 1
(2.3)
+
and h j i = 0:
(2.4)
This is a set of basis ve tors des ribed by the parameter . It lies on the great ir le
of the Blo h-sphere in g. 2.12. In a onsistent way with the de nitions made in
A.1 the ve tors j +i and j i are eigenve tors of the observable
 = os( )x + sin( )y
(2.5)
2 The

8

ir le in the plane orthogonal to the line jHi

jV i

2.2 Entanglement

The probabilities to nd a ertain measurement out ome in1 the basis fj +i,j ig
is given by the proje tion of the state, for example jLi = p2 (jH i + ijV i), onto the
basis:
) = jh +jLij2 = 21 (1 + iei )(1 ie i ) = 21 (1 sin( ));
(2.6)
1
1
(2.7)
P L ( ) = jh jLij2 = (1 iei )(1 + ie i ) = (1 + sin( )):
2
2
The expe tation value of the measurement in this basis, i.e. the expe tation value
of  , is then:
h i = E L( ) = P+L( ) P L( ) = sin( ):
(2.8)
Let us move forward to two-parti le systems omposed by the parti le "A" and
"B". Classi ally, the system might be omposed of two oins. There are four
possible out omes of the measurement (head-head, head-tail, tail-head, tail-tail).
They orrespond to the four possible states of the lassi al system.
In a system onsisting of two qubits there are also four possible out omes of
a measurement (e.g. jHH i; jHV i; jV H i and jV V i). But in quantum me hani
the superposition prin iple allows a two qubit system to be in any superposition
of the states orresponding to these out omes. They are ve tors in the Hilbert
spa e H 2 H 2. The joint probabilities for measurement results on two qubits are
al ulated in the same way as for one qubit { by a proje tion onto a basis. A possible
hoi e as basis is a ombination of the tensor produ ts j ii j j i for i; jf++; g.
In+this basis the joint probability for a two qubit state j i to be found in j A i and
j B i is:
P++ = jh A+ h B+ j)j ij = jh A+ B+ j ij
(2.9)
where P+ ,P + and P are de ned in the same way. The measurement out omes
of two parti les (A and B) an be orrelated. Therefore, we need to de ne a two
parti le orrelation fun tion:
h A  B i = CAB = P++ P+ P + + P
(2.10)
If the measurements on both qubits always give the same result, then CAB = 1; they
are perfe tly orrelated. If CAB = 1 they are said to be perfe tly anti orrelated
and for CAB = 0 there is no orrelation at all.
P+L(

2.2 Entanglement
An interesting on ept arises if one studies general forms of two-qubit systems.
There are pure states that annot be written as tensor produ t of states of two
single parti les,
j 2 i 6= j1i j01i;
(2.11)
9
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where j 2 i is a two-qubit state and j1i and1 j01i are one-qubit states. j 2 i is alled
an entangled state. An example : j i = p2 (jHV i jV H i).
Let us al ulate the orrelations for this measurement results of this state in
the basis fj +i; j ig. First we need the four joint probabilities for getting results
+ and - in joint measurements. For ++ we get
1
P++ ( A ; B ) = (ei B ei A )(e i B e i A ) = 1 os( B
(2.12)
A ):
2
P+ ,P+ and P+ are al ulated in the same way. Out of these probabilities one
obtains with equation 2.10:
C ( A ; B ) = os( A
(2.13)
B)
The two qubits are anti orrelated for any hoi e of angles where A = B . It is
worth mentioning that this is true for the whole Blo h sphere. Only maximally
entangled states behave like this. Starting with j i one an de ne a basis for two
qubit states out of four maximally entangled states, the so- alled Bell-basis.
j+i = p1 (jHH i + jV V i)
(2.14)
2
j i = p1 (jHH i jV V i)
(2.15)
2
(2.16)
j +i = p1 (jHV i + jV H i)
2
j i = p1 (jHV i jV H i):
(2.17)
2
Why are these states alled maximally entangled? A reason for this is explained in
the ontext of the next se tion.

2.3 The EPR-Paradox and Bell's Theorem
Now we arrive to the point to follow Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen and ask: "Can
Quantum Me hani al des ription of the Physi al Reality be Considered Complete?"
. In [6℄ their answer is "NO". They presented an argument based on perfe t anti orrelations in momentum and position of two lo ally separated parti les. Bohm
o ered a new formulation of the gedankenexperiment involving the state j i onsidered before. The heart of the argument, though, was still the same. I want to
present only a short outline of the argument here (there's a big amount of literature
- to mention just some: [13, 14℄) Befor the argument is presented it is ne essary
to present a term, that EPR introdu ed: element of reality. In their opinion any
omplete physi al theory must have a ounterpart to ea h element of reality, where
their de nition of elements of reality is [6℄:
10
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"If, without in any way disturbing a system, we an predi t with ertainty
(i.e., with probability equal to unity) the value of a physi al quantity, then
there exists an element of physi al reality orresponding to this physi al
quantity."

If two parti les are in the state j i and far apart, then assuming lo ality the
measurement on one parti le annot in uen e the out ome of the measurement on
the other one. The perfe t anti orrelation allows the predi tion of the measurement
out ome on one qubit for any basis by a previous measurement on the other qubit.
Thus, the polarizations (or spin omponents { but our notation is the one used for
the polarizaton of photons) of ea h photon are elements of reality. But there is no
quantum state, that de nes all polarizations of one photon. Under the plausible
assumption that a omplete theory in ludes a ounterpart of any element of reality,
quantum me hani s annot be onsidered omplete.
A seemingly promissing way to omplete quantum me hani s was the assumption of lo al hidden variables (LHV) to be intrinsi to the parti le. These variables
in lude the information on the possible out ome a measurement performed and they
are lo al { this means, that the out ome of a measurement is prede ned while the
parti le do not intera t anymore. Be ause they are hidden we are not able use them
for any predi tion. Bell was the rst to make an experimental approa h feasible.
He derived an experimentally testable inequality from the statisti al predi tions of
LHV-theories, that was violated by the predi tions of quantum me hani s. I rather
refer to [7℄ for the original argument and the dedu tion of the inequality and rather
introdu e the most ommon form of a Bell inequality, the so alled CHSH inequality
[12℄:
B (A; a; B; b) := jC (A; B ) C (A; b) C (a; B ) C (a; b)j  2;
(2.18)
where A and a denote two di erent bases for the measurements on one parti le and
B and b the bases for the other one. To give a reason, why the upper bound is 2 if
the values of the measurement out ome are prede ned, there is a simple argument
des ribed in [15℄. The result of a single measurement on the rst qubit in basis
A shall be denoted by vA . The results on the other possible measurements shall
be denoted analogous by va ,vB ,vb . The possible results are either +1 or 1. If a
state like is hosen, then the result of a measurement in any basis is an element
of reality and already prede ned. Therefore one an al ulate the ombination of
orrelations for an individual system as:
vA vB vA vb va vB va vb =
vB (vA va ) vb (vA va ) = 2
There is no other possible result for ea h individual pair than +2 or 2. For many
measurements on many pair the average of these out omes annot ex eed a modulus
of two.
11
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An example will show that j i violates the inequality for the right hoi e of
angles. The orrelation fun tion for j i was given in 2.13, and for the CHSH
inequality one nds:
Æ) =
B (0Æ ; 45Æ ; 90Æ; 135
p
j os(90Æ) os(135Æ) os(45Æ) os(90Æ)j = 2 2 > 2
Quantum me hani s predi ts, that the state j i violates the CHSH inequality! If
there is a sour e, produ ing this state (and indeed there is more than one), then
the LHV-assumption is experimentally testable. All of the four Bell-states violate
the CHSH-inequality maximally for the right hoi e of angle settings. This is one
reason, that justi es the denomination maximally entangled.
In prin iple one an imagine violations of the inequality up to B = 4, be ause
the orrelations have values between 1 and 1. It is an interesting question, what
is the maximal value B an rea h for quantum states. Cirel'son
p showed that the
maximal possible violation by a two qubit quantum state is 2 2 [16℄. This bound
is alled Cirel'son's bound. An easier, but less general proof is given in [15℄.
This hapter introdu ed the on epts of interest for this work: Entanglement
as a onsequen e of the superposition prin iple for two (or many) parti le systems.
Two qubits, as a simple quantum me hani al system suitable for an analysis of
entanglement. The EPR-paradox was presented, whi h was the basis for Bell's
analysis of the statisti al predi tions of lo al hidden variable theories. A widely
used tool for the test of Bell's theorem, the CHSH inequality, was introdu ed and
it's violation demonstrated by means of one of the four Bell-states. The maximum
of this violation is given by Cirel'son's bound. We will ontinue with systems of
three entangled qubits.
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In this hapter I will look at systems of three parti les. After looking at two
qubit states, this is the logi step to a more ompli ated system. Indeed we are fa ed
with a bigger variety of possible states. The most ommonly used lassi ation of
three-qubit entanglement was rst done by Dur etal.[9℄. In the rst se tion of this
hapter I will introdu e the ideas and results of this lassi ation. For an analysis
it is ne essary to nd out what the experimental needs are to proof the observation
of the W-state1. For that purpose the W-state will be ompared to the GHZ-state2
and a mixed state fool. Furthermore the Bell-Theorems for three qubits will be
presented. I will des ribe the ideas that are espe ially interesting in respe t to the
W-state. The violation of Bell's theorem is one of the ingredients for quantum
ommuni ation s hemes like quantum ryptography and quantum key distribution.
The hapter will be losed by a short overview of possible appli ations for the Wstate.
1W

2 for

like W olfgang Dur
Greenberger, H orne and Z eilinger
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The three parties get ea h one parti le. They are allowed to do any lo al
operation, but they an only ommuni ate lassi ally with ea h other, respe tivly share
no entanglement ex ept for the entanglement in the state itself.

Figure 3.1:

3.1 Classi ation
Classi ations are usually based on giving ea h parti le of the state to spatially
separated parties (in our ase Ali e, Bob and Claire), whi h are able to do any kind
of Lo al Operations (LO). This in ludes any operation like measurements and lo al
unitary transformations on their parti les and to Communi ate Classi ally with ea h
other (CC). Two states (j i and ji) belong to the same equivalen e lass if under
LOCC (lo al operations and lassi al ommuni ation) Ali e, Bob and Claire an
transform j i into ji and vi e versa,
(3.1)
j i*
) j  i:
There are various further rules one an assign to get di erent lassi ations [17℄.
The lassi ation of mixed states has been given in [18℄. The ase of interest here
is the one used by Dur etal. [9℄ deal with pure states of three parti les. Similar to
LOCC, ea h party gets one parti le but one does not require that the transformation
between the states works every time. It is only ne essary that there is at least
some probability for Ali e, Bob and Claire to transform the state to . These
transformations are alled sto hasti lo al operations and lassi al ommuni ation
(SLOCC)
The lassi ation leads to six inequivalent lasses of three-partite states. They
are depi ted in g. 3.2. If a state that belongs to one lass is transformable into a
14
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The hierar hy of the six inequivalent lasses of pure three-partite states. The
notation A-BC means that A is a seperable from the system BC, whi h is entangled (and
equally for the other ombinations)
Figure 3.2:

state of another lass (using SLOCC), then this is indi ated by an arrow. One an
re ognize a hierar hy with the GHZ- and the W- lass on the highest level, be ause
no other state an be transformed into a state belonging to these lasses. I will give
a representative of ea h of the lasses to illustrate the expressions in gure 3.2:
A-B-C : The lass of produ t states being not entangled at all.
j iA B C = jH i jH i jH i
(3.2)
: The lass of states where two of the qubits are entangled and the third one
(here A) is separable from them. (The lasses B-AC and C-AB are de ned
a ordingly).
(3.3)
j iA BC = jH i j +i = p1 jH i (jH i jV i + jV i jH i)
2

A-BC

GHZ

W

One lass showing real three-partite entanglement. One annot separate any
of the qubits. The representative is the GHZ state[19℄.
(3.4)
j iGHZ = p1 (jH i jH i jH i + jV i jV i jV i)
2

The other lass showing real three-partite entanglement, though di erent to the
one of the GHZ- lass. It is represented by the W-state:
j iW = p1 (jH i jH i jV i + jH i jV i jH i + jV i jH i jH i) (3.5)
3
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To omplete this presentation of lassi ations, I give a oarse reasoning why
jGHZ i and jW i belong to di erent lasses. For mathemati al detail I refer on e
more to [9℄. Under lo al unitary (LU)3 transformations a state an be transformed
into di erent representatives. Ea h is expressed as a linear ombination of a ertain
number of produ t terms, e.g. the GHZ-state by jHHH i and jV V V i. There is a
minimal number of produ t terms for the representation of ea h state (e.g. one for
produ t states and two for the states like A BC ). Let us all the minimal number
Mstate . One an show that
 SLOCC-transformations do not hange Mstate for any given state.
 MW =3 for the W-state and MGHZ =2 for the GHZ-state.
Therefore one annot transform the W-state to the GHZ-state and vi e versa by
SLOCC.

3.2 Properties of the W-state
While it is not that surprising that there are di eren es in the states if none, one
or two qubits are separable it is quite astonishing, that there are two lasses of real
three-partite entanglement! So it will be interesting to see that this is not only a
mathemati al onstru tion, but that there are measurable di eren es.
As Dur etal. [9℄ showed, the W- lass states are of measure zero in the set of
three qubit states. In other words, the typi al three qubit state is a GHZ- lass state.
In fa t, one an always nd a GHZ- lass state that is almost behaving exa tly the
same way as any W- lass state hosen. For that reason we annot show experimental
di eren es of the W-state to any arbitrary GHZ- lass state, but only to the GHZstate itself. This way one an learn about the two di erent kinds of entanglement
that an be found when three qubit states are onsidered.
One is fa ing another problem, if mixed states are taken into a ount. A sour e
produ ing various pure states with ertain probabilities (a statisti al mixture) an
show similar properties as some pure state. It is hard to proof that the experimental
data obtained annot be reprodu ed this way. In fa t, we are not able to prepare
a ompletely pure state (we ome to onditions for that in our experiment in 4).
Criteria are ne essary that allow for tests on the observation of the state. There
has been some riti ism along these lines on former experiments on the observation
of the three photon GHZ-state [20℄. It was argued that the experimental data did
not proof the observation of the state. In this work I will also not be able to do
so. These arguments, however, are not taking into a ount the sour e, and I hope
that with the knowledge about how the state is prepared there will be few doubt
left that the properties observed are the properties of a W-state.
3 LU
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However it is interesting and instru tive to ompare our state to another one that
ould theoreti ally fool us. As it is a mixed state, one needs to use the density
matrix formalism:
1
(3.6)
fool = (A BC + B AC + C AB )
3
Where A BC denotes the density matrix of the pure state A BC introdu ed in
the lassi ation above. One an think of a sour e that emits always an entangled
photon pair into two modes and an extra photon in the third mode. The three
photons, however, are randomly distributed to the modes.
There is an interesting way to express the W-state, whi h motivates the hoi e
of the state fool:
p1 (j A BC i + j B AC i + j C AB i) = p1 ( p1 (jH ijH ijV i + jH ijV ijH i)
3
N 2
+ p12 (jH ijH ijV i + jV ijH ijH i)
+ p12 (jH ijV ijH i + jV ijH ijH i))
= p112 (2jHHV i + 2jHV H i + 2jV HH i)
= p13 (jHHV i + jHV H i + jV HH i)
= jW i
where N = p16 is a normalization onstant. This means that the W-state is a
superposition of the three representatives of the bipartite entangled lasses shown
in the lassi ation. It is omposed out of the same states as the fool, but they are
in a superposition in the W-state, whereas they are only lassi ally mixed in fool.
In the next se tion we will see that the two states are giving the same experimental
results when all of the photons are measured in the z-basis (whi h means proje tion
onto the basis ve tors jH i and jV i; seeA.1).
Loosely spoken one ould say that the entanglement of the W-state is mainly
intrinsi to the entanglement of the pairs. This is a big di eren e to the GHZ-state
and will be re e ted in some properties introdu ed in this hapter.
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On the left the probability distributions in a produ t basis for the W-state,
and fool respe tivley are shown. On the right, the orresponding distributions for the
GHZ-state are depi ted.

Figure 3.3:
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3.2.1 Basi s

I will use the simplest form of the W-state with equal phases for all three terms.
The setup as it is des ribed later on is also produ ing this state.
jW i = p1 (jHHV i + jHV H i + jV HH i)
(3.7)
3
Note that the state is invariant under permutation of the parti les. This is also true
for the GHZ-state and fool. In g. 3.3 (page 18) the three states are ompared for
di erent basis measurements.
In 3.3.a) it be omes obvious, that it is not enough to look only at the zzzmeasurement, (i.e. a measurement of ea h parti le in the z-basis A.1) to proof the
observation of a W-state. fool shows the same probability distribution. The W-state
shows the hara teristi three terms, the GHZ-state two.
In 3.3.b) it is shown, that one still nds the same statisti s for fool and the
W-state in a zzx-basis measurement.
In 3.3. ), a zxx measurement shows the rst di eren es between fool and the
W-state. The W-state has no ontributions from jH + i and jH +i. There is also
an interesting feature ompared to the GHZ-state. One an at least predi t that two
terms are missing in ase of the W-state, while no predi tion an be made in ase of
the GHZ-state. The opposite is the ase in d). In an xxx-basis measurement one an
observe every out ome for the W-state (though the ontributions are not weighted
equally) but not for the GHZ-state. fool shows a slightly di erent weighting of the
terms, but in an experiment the di eren e would be hard to see.
3.2.2 Measurement of one qubit

Another interesting question is in whi h state the remaining qubits are left after a
readout of a measurement in the third qubit. The following table shows the results
for the W- and the GHZ-state:
1
1
A hV jW i = p jHH i
A hV jGHZ i = p jV V i
3
2
r
r
2 (jHV i + jV H i) = 2 j +i
1
A hV j W i =
A hH jGHZ i = p jHH i
3
3
2
In the ase of the GHZ-state, we have the full information about the remaining two
qubits. They are not entangled anymore. This is di erent for the W-state. Only
in 1/3 of the measurements in the z-basis, the result is V and one knows about
the other two qubits. If instead the result of the measurement is H, then the other
two qubits are maximally entangled. This is a quite distin t di eren e and gives a
handy riterion for an experimental test, be ause one an analyze the data for the
violation of a CHSH-inequality when one parti le is in the H-state. We nd here an
19
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The theoreti al predi tions for the state remaining after one of the parti les
(e. g. a) in the W-state has the measurement out ome za fH; V g. For za =H there are
perfe t orrelations for both, the zz- and the xx- measurement. In ase za =V there is no
orrelation between the remaining pari les in the xx-basis measurement at all.
Figure 3.4:

ambivalen e: The stronger the orrelations are in a state, the lower is its robustness.
To show the entanglement in the remaining parti les one an take advantage of the
fa t, that maximally entangled states show full orrelations not only for one, but for
some bases. We have seen above,
that the state of the remaining parti les after one
1
+
is measured in H is j i = ( p2 jHV i + jV H i).The basis transformations are A.1:
j+i = p1 (jHi + jVi)
2
j i = p1 (jHi jVi)
2
Then j +i an be written in the xx-basis as:
j +i = p1 (j + +i j
2

i)

(3.8)

In the xx-basis the state shows perfe t orrelation. When onsidering only pure
states, this on rms entanglement. The theoreti al predi tions for a measurement
of this kind is shown in g. 3.2.2 A more general des ription of orrelations will be
subje t to the next se tion.
3.2.3 Correlation fun tions

Correlation fun tions in two qubits systems have been introdu ed in hapter 1. A
state is proje ted onto a general basis whi h onsists of tensor produ ts of basis
20
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ve tors j i+i; i i (where i numbers the parti les). For the orrelation the sum of
the produ t terms is weighted with the produ t of the eigenvalues orresponding to
the basis ve tors. One an write this in ompa t form:
X X X
k1 k2 k3 jhk1 ; 1k1 j hk2 ; 2k2 j hk3 ; 3k3 j 3 ij; (3.9)
C 3 ( 1; 2; 3) =
k1 =1 k2 =1 k3 =1

where kif+1; 1g. In (2.1) the basis is de ned. It is a set of basis ve tors on
the great ir le of Blo h-sphere. The orrelation fun tion for the W-state and the
GHZ-state are:
C W ( 1; 2; 3) = 0
(3.10)
GHZ
C ( 1 ; 2 ; 3 ) = os( 1 + 2 + 3 )
(3.11)
For any hoi e of basis ve tors on the great ir le of Blo h-sphere the orrelation for
the W-state is 0, while the GHZ-state shows full orrelations. An alternative hoi e
is the equator. We hoose as the bases ve tors (def. of L/V in A.1):
jki i = p1 (jLi + kei jRi)
2
The orrelation fun tion is al ulated similarly:
3 os( +  +  )
C W (1 ; 2 ; 3 ) =
1
2
3
4
1 ( os( +   ) + os(  +  )
1
2
3
1
2
3
12
+ os( 1 + 2 + 3 ))
and for the GHZ-state
C GHZ (1 ; 2 ; 3 ) = os(1 + 2 + 3 ):
For the GHZ-state we nd the same orrelations for the equator as for the greatir le. On the equator the W-state shows also orrelations. The orrelation fun tions
for 2 = 3 = 0 redu e to a osine for both states.
We an de ne a theoreti al visibility for the orrelation fun tion as the \amplitude" of the osine fun tion. For the GHZ-state when two angles are xed we still
get a visibility of one in the dependen e of the orrelation on the third angle. If two
angles are xed in the ase of the W-state there an also be lower visibilities.
3.2.4 Loss of one parti le

With respe t to appli ations it is interesting to nd out what happens if one parti le
is lost, be ause in any experiment with entangled states parti le loss happens. It
may be useful if there is still entanglement left in the remaining parti les.
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Mathemati ally, this orresponds to tra ing out one qubit. In the ase of the
W-state the result is:
2 + +
1
W
W
A = T rA ( ) = 3 jHH ihHH j + 3 j ih j

and again, we nd a state that is entangled. Though, this time, the state doesn't
violate the CHSH-inequality anymore. In ontrast for the GHZ-state one obtains:
GHZ
= T rA(GHZ ) = 21 (jHH ihHH j + jV V ihV V j)
A
For the GHZ-state there is no entanglement anymore. This feature, that the Wstate is still having entanglement if one of the photons is lost, is alled entanglement
robustness. It an be shown that the W-state o ers the highest amount of residual
entanglement of all three-qubit states [9℄. This means, that no other state leaves (in
average for loss of any of the three qubits) that mu h entanglement in the remaining
qubits. What happens with fool if one parti le is lost?
1
fool
+ +
fool
A = T rA ( ) = 6 (2jHH ihHH j + jHV ihHV j + jV H ihV H j +2j ih j) (3.12)
Again there is entanglement remaining, but now only in 31 of the ases. It is worth
looking at the orrelations here: The information we get1 about the other two qubits
is just as little as in the ase of the W-state: Only in 13 of the ases we know about
the polarization of both left photons. But only in 3 of the ases the remaining
photons are really entangled.
In the experimental part of this work the state will be analyzed for entanglement
robustness. Usually entanglement is proofed by the violation of Bell-inequalities. As
this is not possible for that state, another way has to be found. A se ure way to
prove its entanglement would be a state tomography [21℄, and to al ulate the PeresHorode ki riterion [22℄ out of the dedu ed density matrix. This riterion provides
ne essary and suÆ ient riterion for entanglement.
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3.3 W and the Bell Theorem
3.3.1 W's elements of reality

Before ertain formulations of Bell's Theorem shall be introdu ed, whi h are violated by the W-state, shall be introdu ed, it will be interesting to ask what are the
elements of reality in the W-state [23℄. To remember, another time EPR's de nition:
"If, without in any way disturbing a system, we an predi t with ertainty
(i.e., with probability equal to unity) the value of a physi al quantity, then
there exists an element of physi al reality orresponding to this physi al
quantity."

In the two-parti le ase elements of reality were identi ed via the perfe t (anti) orrelations, that allow the predi tion of a measurement out ome of one parti le
by a readout of a measurement of the other one. We will have to nd out how to
obtain information on one of the parti les in the three-partite ase. For the W-state
a rst step is to look at its representation in the z-basis:
(3.13)
jW i = p1 (jHHV i + jHV H i + jV HH i)
3
If a measurement is performed on two parti les in this z-basis, then the out ome of
a measurement in z-dire tion on the third one is perfe tly known. If both of the
parti les are measured to as jH i, then the third one is jV i and if they are jH i and
jV i, the third one is jH i. For this reason the out ome of a measurement in the
z-basis performed on any of the parti les in the W-state is an element of reality.
The se ond step is to look at the W-state in the zxx-basis4 .
jW i = 2p1 3 (jV + +i + jV + i + jV +i + jV i
+2jH + +i 2jH i)
= 2p1 3 (jV i (j + +i + j + i + j +i + j i)
+2jH i (j + +i j i))
(3.14)
If the out ome of a measurement on the rst parti le is H, we an be sure that the
out ome of the x-basis measurements on the other two will produ e equal results.
For this reason an x-basis measurement on the se ond one gives us full knowledge
about the result of an x-basis measurement on the third one without disturbing it
in any way.
But what if we had measured V (a situation that o urs in every third measurement)? Then we do not gain any knowledge about possible out omes of x-basis
4 Though

the rst parti le is hosen to be measured in z-dire tion, any argument given for one
parti le is valid for all, be ause the W-state is invariant under permutation of the parti les.
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measurements on the remaining to parti les. The situation is not as simple as in the
two-parti le ase (2.3), be ause we annot be sure whether we get the information
about the third parti le, but there is a han e to get it. One an, however, ontinue
arguing that it is sure that a measurement on the se ond instead of the rst parti le would have had the out ome H, as an be seen by looking at 3.13. But this
just means that in prin iple we ould have been lu ky enough to hoose the other
parti le for the z-Basis measurement and apply the same argument as before. The
on lusion is that the result of an x-basis measurement on a parti le of the W-state
therefore shold be prede ned and thus an element of reality.
But isn't there a problem? If we want to follow the de nition of "elements
of reality", we should be able to predi t the out ome of a measurement in the xdire tion on one of the parti les. But this is not possible, be ause we may have bad
lu k and measure V on the rst parti le { there will be no han e to nd out, what
was the value for the x-basis. Thus we annot know the x-basis value of the third
parti le.
On the other hand we are arguing from an EPR point of view. This allows us
to be sure (as seen in the rst step) that the z-basis out omes are prede ned. Then
it is just bad lu k if the parti le we hoose for the rst measurement is the parti le
with out ome V. Our lu k, however, should not have any impa t on the question
whether the x-basis measurement out ome of the third parti le is an element of
reality. It is important that we ould have known its value in prin iple to onsider
it as a prede ned property.
3.3.2 The Mermin Inequality

The CHSH-inequality allows for a test of lo al realism in the ase of two entangled
parti les as we have seen before. It is an interesting question what possibilities
open up for tests on states of more than two qubits. Greenberger, Horne and
Zeilinger des ribed in 1989 [19℄ a gedankenexperiment for a four-qubit GHZ state
that allowed for a beautiful new test of lo al realism. The same argument for a
three qubit GHZ-state is presented by Mermin in [24℄. Their state allows one to
dire tly apply EPR's argument. By the out omes of a ertain set of measurements
(in an ideal experiment) one an on lude the out ome of another one with ertainty.
But a quantum me hani al al ulation of the state predi ts that this out ome an
never o ur. This refutation is "no longer statisti al and an be a omplished in a
single run" [25℄. Yet, for a real experiment it is ne essary to formulate an inequality,
be ause one does not get perfe t orrelations. Mermin derived the inequality for
n spin 1/2 parti les [25℄ and proofed its maximum violation by the GHZ-states. I
want to present here the three parti le ase. The inequality reads
2  C (A; B; C )
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where A; a denote two di erent bases for the rst and B; b and C; two bases for
the se ond and third parti le. The maximum violation of this inequality is 4 and is
rea hed by the GHZ-state for A = B = C = z and a = b = = x. This is a mu h
stronger violation, than the one for the CHSH inequality in the two qubit ase. The
W-state violates the Mermin inequality for A = B = C = z and a = b = = x with
a value of 3. The maximum violation is 3.046 for a more ompli ated base setting.
3.3.3 A Bell-Theorem without inequalities

In the previous subse tion it was demonstrated that the W-state violates the Mermin
Inequality, and it's behavior annot be reprodu ed by lo al realisti theories. Still,
if one thinks of the GHZ-argument where the test of lo al realism be omes a test
of all or nothing (at least in theory), one longs for a plain logi argument in the
ase of the W-state, too. Unfortunately a GHZ-type proof of Bell's theorem is not
possible for the W-state [15℄. Yet, also the W state admits a proof of Bell's theorem
without inequalities as Adan Cabello demonstrated in [23℄. The argument shall be
presented here in the notation used throughout this work.
In quantum me hani s it makes no sense to assign any prede ned values to
the parti les in the W-state. One should keep in mind that the argument is given
from the lo al realisti point of view where we an assign prede ned values to the
measurement out omes in the z- and x- basis, be ause they are elements of reality.
Then it is possible to sele t two parti les by their polarization (usually they are
numbered by their positions a,b and ). The parti les i and j are de ned to be the
ones that have H as measurement result in a z-basis measurement . Then the last
parti le (k) must have the out ome V. For the W-state it is ertain that there are
two parti les of that kind:
PW (zi = H ^ zj = H ) = 1

(3.16)

3.14 was used to proof, if the ondition that one qubit has a prede ned z-value of
H, than the out omes of the other two qubits in a x-basis measurement have to be
equal:
PW (xk = xj j zi = H ) = 1
PW (xk = xi j zj = H ) = 1

(3.17)
(3.18)

What are the x-values of the qubits i and j?
Be ause zi = H by de nition, one an be sure that xj = xk be ause of (3.14).
For the same reason also xi = xk is true. Then we an be sure that xi = xj = xk .
This is predi ted by lo al realism, be ause it allowed us to assume prede ned values.
What does the quantum me hani al al ulation tell us? In the xxx-basis, the state
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gets the following form :
jW i = p124 (3j + ++i j + + i j + +i j ++i +
+j +i + j + i + j + i 3j
i)
The probability to measure xi =xj =xk (whi h was predi ted to be one) is then:
p
3
PW (xi = xj = xk ) = 2  (3= 24)2 = = 3=4
(3.19)
4
Con lusion: If the state is measured in the xxx-basis one has a 1/4 han e to nd the
x-basis measurement out omes for the parti les as not equal { but this is predi ted by
lo al realisti theories. Thus, there is a ontradi tion between quantum me hani s
and lo al realism in that point.
This is not as beautiful as the GHZ-argument, where one gets an all or nothing
test in the last measurement. The di eren e here is that one has to wait for some
time, but as soon as su h an event happens the EPR-argument an be refuted.
This result is not yet in an experimentally testable form. By simple algebrai
al ulations one an dedu e an experimentally testable inequality:
1  P (zi = H ^ zj = H ) P (xk 6= xj ^ zi = H )
P (xk 6= xi ^ zj = H ) P (xi = xj = xk )  0
If the values of the W-state are plugged into the inequality, the result is:
PW (zi = H ^ zj = H ) PW (xk 6= xj ^ zi = H )
PW (xk 6= xi ^ zj = H ) PW (xi = xj = xk ) = 0:25 > 0
It is worthwhile mentioning that, though the argument ts so ni ely to the W-state,
the maximum violation provided by the W-state is 0.25, whi h is the maximum
value.
3.3.4 The W-state Violating Cirel'son's Bound

In the rst hapter the CHSH-inequality was introdu ed. And it was argued, that
Cirel'son's
p bound tells us, that two-parti le quantum states rea h a maximum value
of 2 2. How should two parti les out of the W-state violate that bound? Again,
one has to re all, that the Bell-inequalities are bounds dedu ed from a LHV point
of view. Let us analyze what happens, when looking for the violation of the CHSHinequality for two out of the three parti les in the W-state. The argument presented
here was on e more given by Adan Cabello [15℄
First, the CHSH-inequality shall be written in a more general form, as the one
introdu ed in the rst hapter:
jC (A; B ) m  C (A; b) n  C (a; B ) mn  C (a; b)j  2
where m; n  f+1; 1g
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These are four CHSH-inequalities for the four possibilities of fm; ng. The basis
hosen now is: A; B = z and a; b = x.
The rst step is to de ne, just like in the previous subse tion, i and j to label the
parti les with a z-basis value of H (zi = H; zj = H; zk = V ). The se ond step is to
sele t one of the four CHSH-inequalities for ea h possible value of xk . (Remember
that the state j+i with measurement result (+) has the eigenvalue xk = +1 and
analogous for j i { see A.1). The inequality is sele ted by de ning:
m := n := xk
(3.20)
This is possible be ause xk is an element of reality and has a prede ned value. The
CHSH-inequalities (for both values of xk ) are:
jC (zi; zj ) + xk  C (zi; xj ) + xk  C (xi ; zj ) C (xi; xj )j  2
(3.21)
Now the di erent orrelations shall be al ulated. In [15℄ one an nd di erent
arguments. By de nition zi = zj = +1 (or di erent zi = zj = H ):
C (zi ; zj ) = +1
(3.22)
It was already previously argued that if one parti le is measured in H, then the other
two have the same results in an x-basis measurement be ause in the zxx-basis the
W-state is reads 3.14:
jW i = p1
2 3 (jV i (j + +i + j + i + j +i + j i) +
+2jH i (j + +i j i)):
Then,
and

C (zi ; xj ) = C (+1; xj ) = C (+1; xk ) = xk ;

(3.23)

C (xi ; zj ) = C (xi ; +1) = C (xk ; +1) = xk :

(3.24)
Finally, from the above, one also learns that if the out ome of a measurement on
one parti le is V, then the out omes of measurements in the x-basis on the other
two parti les is not orrelated at all:
C (xi ; xj ) = 0
(3.25)
Now it is nally possible to insert the orrelations into the inequality:
jC (zi; zj ) + xk  C (zi; xj ) + xk  C (xi ; zj ) C (pxi; xj )j =
j1 + x2k + x2k + 0j = 3 > 2 2  2:83
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The two parti les hosen do not only violate the value of 2 given by lo al realism they even violate Cirel'son's bound! In [26℄, the analysis is done for the GHZ state,
whi h rea hes the maximally possible violation of four. The way in whi h the qubits
are labeled, though, is mu h more natural in the ase of the W-state. Again, it is not
possible to test this inequality dire tly, be ause one annot know beforehand, whi h
parti le is whi h. If the orrelations are expressed in terms of joint probabilities one
an dedu e an experimentally testable inequality [26℄. This inequality is the same
as dedu ed from the argument of Bell's theorem without inequality dis ussed in the
previous subse tion (3.20).
1  P (zi = H ^ zj = H ) P (xk 6= xj ^ zi = H )
P (xk 6= xi ^ zj = H ) P (xi = xj = xk )  0
For the violation of Cirel'son's bound it is not enough to ex eed 0. Cirel'son's bound
for this inequality is:
p
2 1  0:207
(3.26)
2
3.3.5 Resume on Bell Theorems

The last subse tions have introdu ed some of the possible tests of lo al realism that
an be done using the W-state. All of them have been introdu ed for z- and x-basis
measurements. A natural question is whether it is possible to a nd higher violation
for other bases.
The answer is yes and the measurement bases one has to hoose are the same for
both of the inequalities. A possible hoi e (expressed in terms ot the orresponding
operator as in [23℄ { see in the appendix A.1 and se tion 2.1) is:
M := A = B = C = os(0:628)x sin(0:628)z
m := a = b = = os(1:154)x sin(1:154)z
Expressed in basis ve tors, as they have been de ned before:
jk; M i = p1 (jLi + kei0:628+=2 jRi)
2
jk; mi = p1 (jLi + kei1:154+=2 jRi):
2
The following table shows the ne essary and the theoreti ally a hievable violations
in all of the three ases:
Mermin
CHSH
CH-type
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W: fx,zg

3
3
0.25

W: fM,mg

3.046
3.046
0.262

GHZ

4
4
0.5

LHV

2
2
0

Cirel'son

p

2 2
0.207

max. value

4
4
.5

3.3 W and the Bell Theorem

_
Marek Zukowski
and his group solved the optimization by using the amoeba
numeri al pro edure [27℄. The violation they found orresponds to the one given by
A dan Cabello in [23℄. He also found this violation analyti ally for the angles being
distributed in one ir le on the Blo h-sphere [28℄
This hapter was on erned with the entanglement in three qubit systems.
There are two lasses of entangled states that earn spe ial interest, be ause they
show entanglement between all of the three parti les: The GHZ- and the W- lass.
A omparison of the W-state with the mixed state fool in di erent bases showed the
ne essity to arefully he k whether a state is what it seems to be. The features, that
make the entanglement in the W-state spe ial have been shown: On the one hand,
it's orrelations are less strong than the ones in the GHZ-state. The orrelation
fun tions proof this. On the other hand the entanglement in the W-state is more
robust against a measurement, respe tively the loss of one parti le. The weaker
orrelations of the W-state are also re e ted by the fa t that it does not violate
Bell inequalities as strongly as the GHZ-state does. Some Bell theorems that are of
spe ial interest for an analysis of the W-state have been shown: The widely used
Mermin inequality, a Bell theorem without inequalities for the W-state, and a two
parti le inequality for two out of the three parti les in the W-state whi h violates
the upper bound for the violation by two qubit states.
The still open question how to realize the W-state in an experiment and how
to analyze it's properties will be the subje t of the next hapter.
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This hapter intends to introdu e all the theoreti al on epts ne essary for the
preparation of the W-state. As a start, the sour e of the photons shall be des ribed.
It is the pro ess of spontaneous parametri down onversion. This method turned
out to be reliable in many experiments where two or (more re ently) four entangled
photons had to be prepared. The next step will be a des ription of the s heme for
the W-state preparation. It shall serve to explain the idea fundamental to the latter
realization. A al ulation of the setup shall give the basis for minor but helpful
hanges to the s heme des ribed rst. There is not only one way to prepare the Wstate. A short overview of possible setups and an extension to W-states for higher
numbers of photons shall omplete the hapter.

4.1 Spontaneous Parametri Down Conversion
This se tion will give a short introdu tion to spontaneous parametri down onversion (SPDC). SPDC has been demonstrated to be an eÆ ient sour e of entangled
photons and was also applied in the present experiment. Let us start the explanation
by onsidering the expansion of the ele tri al polarization in a rystal:
(2)
Pi = 0 ((1)
(4.1)
ij  Ej + ijk  Ej Ej + : : :)
Usually this dependen e an be approximated linearly, be ause (2)
ijk (and alls higher
(1)
terms) is small ompared to ij . But for strong elds and high opti al nonlinearities,
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one an observe nonlinear pro esses where (2)
ijk is not negligible anymore. In these
nonlinear pro esses the intera tion of many waves be omes possible.
Suppose three waves are passing the rystal. A strong one, that will be alled
the pump beam and two weaker ones, that are usually alled idler and signal beam.
One observes, that the signal and the idler wave get ampli ed while the pump wave
gets weaker if energy and momentum are onserved:
p = s + i
(4.2)
~kp = ~ks + ~ki

(4.3)
The onditions look just like onservation of energy and momentum. That e e t is
alled parametri down onversion and is well understood in lassi al ele trodynami s.
The pro ess an also happen spontaneously, that means, a signal and an idler
photon are generated out of the pump beam only. This is alled spontaneous parametri down onversion (SPDC) and annot be des ribed by lassi al ele trodynami s. It an be interpreted as the de ay of a pump beam photon. Photons with
the same wavelength, are emitted onto ones. That an be dedu ed dire tly from
the onditions 4.2 and 4.3. Furthermore, two simultaneously reated photons are
strongly orrelated in energy and momentum. One distinguishes between two types
of SPDC:
The pump beam is extraordinary polarized inside a uniaxial rystal, while
the signal and idler photon are ordinary polarized.
Type II: The pump beam is also extraordinary polarized, but one of the reated
photons is ordinary and the other one extraordinary polarized. This is remarkable, be ause ex ept for their orrelation in energy and momentum they
are now strongly orrelated in their polarization [29℄.
Type I:

Figure 4.1:
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The emission ones of the degenerate type II down onversion emission

4.1 Spontaneous Parametri Down Conversion

If the onversion photons have the same wavelength, the pro ess is alled degenerate down onversion. In our experiment degenerate type II SPDC was applied.
When the opti al axis of the rystal is tilted the emission ones for the photons are
shifted with respe t to ea h others ( g. 4.1). This is due to the di erent indi es of
refra tion for the orthogonal polarizations in the rystal. In the gure 4.1 degenerate type II down onversion is shown. The upper one shows the possible emission
dire tions for the extraordinary polarized photon and the lower one the emission
of the orresponding ordinary polarized one. On the rossing lines, however, it is
not possible to de ide to what one a photon belongs, and therefore one annot
predi t the polarization. It is only sure that if one photon is emitted in one of the
rossing modes, then the other photon is emitted in the other rossing and that the
polarizations of the photons are orthogonal. For this reason one obtains polarization
entangled photons if the modes in the rossing of the two ones are sele ted. The
entangled state obtained is [29℄:
j +i = p1 (jHV i + jV H i)
(4.4)
2
If a pulsed pump beam is applied, then the emissions an only take pla e during
the short period when the pulses pass the rystal. The general form from whi h the
ase of multiple emission events an be dedu ed is[29℄:
y y y y
(4.5)
Z  e i (aV bH +aH bV ) j0i
where Z is a normalization onstant, is proportional to the pump intensity and
ayV ,byH ,ayH and byV represent the photon reation operators. By expansion we obtain
[30℄:
2
(4.6)
Z  ( (ayV byH + ayH byV ) + (ayV byH + ayH byV )2 + :::)j0i
2
The rst term gives the state j +i shown before. The se ond term is responsible for
the four-photon emission we are interested in. It's expansion
2 2
2 2
(4.7)
ayV byH + ayH byV + 2ayV byH ayH byV
results in the following superposition of photon number states:
j2Ha; 2Vbi + j2Va; 2Hbi + j1Ha; 1Va; 1Hb; 1Vbi
(4.8)
One nds with equal probability ea h:
 Two H-polarized photons in a and two V-polarized ones in b
 Two V-polarized photons in b and two H-polarized ones in a
 H- and a V-polarized photon in both arms, a and b
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It is remarkable that the weighting for all the terms in equation (4.8) is equal. This is
not what one would expe t from an emission of two pairs, where the probability for
emission of di erent photons into one mode would be 1/2. Equal amplitudes o ur
due to an interferen e e e t. If the two pump photon de ays were distinguishable
by time of arrival of the photon pairs at the dete tors, then the equation (4.8) would
not be valid. How is this indistinguishability a hieved? In the experiment presented
here ultrashort pulses (130 fs) pump the down onversion rystal. The oheren e
time (the temporal un ertainty) of the photons olle ted from the down onversin
pro ess { given by bandwidth of the applied lter { is mu h larger than the time
un ertainty of reation of the two photons. Thus one annot distinguish by time of
arrival, to whi h pair the photon belonged.

4.2 Two-Photon Interferen e
In g. 4.2 the W-setup is shown. The following se tion will des ribe it in more
detail. I just want fo fo us on the fa t, that two photons are overlapped on BS1 ,
whi h auses an interferen e e e t, whi h plays an important role for the design of
the setup.
Two modes m and n are overlapped on a symmetri beam splitter. The transformation performed on a symmetri beam splitter an be des ribed as [31℄:
1
my ! p (my + i  ny )
(4.9)
2
1
(4.10)
ny ! p (ny + i  my )
2
where my and ny are reation operators in mode m and n.
Two distinguishable photons are in ident on the beam splitter in both input
modes:
1
my  ny ! (my + i  ny)(n0y + i  m0y )
(4.11)
2
(4.12)
where the primed operators express the distinguishability. In a photon number state
des ription this be omes:
1 (my + i  ny)(n0y + i  m0y)j0i = 1 (ijmm0i + jmn0 i jnm0 i + ijnn0i) (4.13)
2
2
There is 1/2 probability for the photons to split up and 1/4 to nd both in the
mode m, respe tively mode n. If they are indistinguishable we obtain out from
(4.11)(negle ting the global phase):
p1  (my2 + ny2 )
(4.14)
2
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and as photon number state:

(my2 + ny2)j0i = p12 (j2im + j2in)

(4.15)

The photons never split up. The probability to dete t two photons in one mode
is 1/2 for ea h mode and therefore double ompared to the ase of distinguishable
photons.
What means indistinguishability? There are ertain fa tors, that ould make the
photons distinguishable. The time of arrival at the dete tor (temporal or longitudinal oheren e), the mode if the overlap is not perfe t (transversal spatial oheren e),
their olor (spe tral oheren e) and their polarization.
It is not possible to temporally distinguish two photons if they are dete ted
within their oheren e time. The oheren e time of a photon orresponds to a
longitudinal extension of the photon (the spa elike un ertainty). For a gaussian
wave pa ket this is just the inverse of the bandwidth. If the delay between the
photons is varied, then one an observe the transition between distinguishability and
indistinguishabability in a dip in the oin iden e rate between the output modes for
zero delay. The e e t was experimentally veri ed by Hong, Ou and Mandel (HOMdip)[32℄. They found the following relation for the oin iden e ount rate behind a
re ombining beam splitter.


2
RT
2
2
2
(
!
Æ
)
N = C (T + R ) 1
e
(4.16)
R2 + T 2
where C is the oin iden e ount rate far outside the dip, R and T are re e tion and
transmission oeÆ ient of the beam splitter, ! is the bandwidth of the dete ted
photons and Æ  is the path length di ern e.
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Experimental setup for the demonstration of the entangled three-photon
W-state where C, F, M, BS, adj. BS and PBS stand for ompensator ristal, lter,
mirror, non-polarizing beam splitter, adjusting beam splitter with a re e tion oeÆ ient
RV = 2RH and polarizing beam splitter. Three polarization analyzers with wave plates
set to (i (i = a; b; )) are used.
Figure 4.2:
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4.3 The Prin iple
In this se tion the s heme of the W-state preparation setup ( 4.2) will be explained.
It should make plausible, how the setup allows to observe the W-state out of four
photons reated in the pro ess of spontaneous type II parametri down onversion
( 4.1). The four photons enter the setup at Ia0 and Ib0 after the polarization of the
photons in mode b0 is transformed (H!V and V!H). The modes are split up either
via the polarizing beam splitter PBStrig (with output modes t and a0) or the adj. BS
(with output modes b'0 and ). The modes a0 and b'0 are overlapped at BS1 and
only one of the output modes is used for the state preparation. This mode is split
by BS2 whi h has the output modes b and . The W-state is then found in a,b and
.
The main idea behind the preparation of three-photon entanglement out of
SPDC is the so- alled post-sele tion. It was already used in previous experiments,
like in the observation of the three-photon entangled GHZ-state [10℄. Post-sele tion
means, that only events where a photon is dete ted in ea h of the four output modes
of the state preparation are sele ted for the analysis. This ensures that pro esses,
where only one pair of photons is reated by the sour e are not ounted. Further,
only those ases where the photons in a0 split up at PBStrig and the ones in mode b0
at adj. BS ontribute, sin e otherwise there is no way to distribute the four photons
to the modes t,a,b and .
The photon that enters mode t is verti ally polarized (V-polarized) due to
PBStrig and doesn't ontribute to the W-state, but serves as a trigger for the post
sele tion. Its ompanion in b0 has, due to the transformation in the ber the same
polarization (V-polarization).
The one in the transmitted output mode of PBStrig is H-polarized and its ompanion
in b0 as well. All together there are three photons left to prepare the state: Two
are H-polarized and one is V-polarized { this is what we need for the W-state.
The photons split up randomly at the adj. BS (the probabilities are given by
the splitting ratio). The one in the re e ted output is then overlapped with the
photon from a0 . The events were both photons are distributed randomly to b and
via the symmetri beam splitter BS2 are sele ted. Thus, the V-polarized photon
of mode b0 an go to any of the modes a,b and and the remaining H-polarized
photons are in the other modes. Fig. 4.3 shows all the possibilities and illustrates,
that all three terms ontributing to the W-state are realized.
The question arises, why the intermediate step of ombining the photons at
BS1 and splitting them up at BS2 is hosen instead of using the two outputs of BS1 .
To obtain a superposition of the three terms jHHVi,jHVHi and jVHHi the photons
have to overlap su h, that there is no way to distingiuish between the possibilities
(ex ept for a polarization measurement). If the photons at BS1 are equally polarized
(resp. if H is re e ed at the adj. BS) then the situation of se tion 4.2 o urs and
they do not split up. Thus, no oin iden e of H-polarized photons in the outputs of
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Figure 4.3:

bilities

The three possibilities for the distribution of the photons with their proba-

BS1 will o ur.
To obtain the W-state it is not only ne essary to prepare a state with jHHVi,jHVHi
and jVHHi in superposition, the terms should also have equal amplitudes (i.e. the
same probability to be measured). This is a hieved by adjusting the adjustable beam
splitter to the right splitting ratio. The general ondition on the adj.BS is derived in
the next se tion. Fig. 4.3 shows the probabilities for the events at the beam splitters
that lead to the di erent ontributions for the hoi e 1/3 transmission(re e tion)
and 2/3 re e tion(transmission) for verti al (horizontal) polarization at the adj.BS.

4.4 The Cal ulation
In the last se tion it be ame lear that the setup should produ e the W-state out
of the four-photon state obtained in the se ond order pro ess of the spontaneous
parametri down onversion. A al ulation shall omplete the analysis of the setup
and will show that one is not restri ted to an adj.beam splitter with the 1:2 splitting ratio for both polarizations, but that the splitting ondition an be somewhat
relaxed.
We start with the state produ ed in the se ond order pro ess of the down
onversion (4.7):
1p  ay2 by2 + ay2 by2 + 2 ay by ay by  0
0V 0H 0H 0V
2 3 0H 0V 0V 0H
with the rotation of the polarization in the ber we obtain:
1p  ay2 by2 + ay2 by2 + 2 ay by ay by  0 :
0V 0H 0H 0V
2 3 0H 0H 0V 0V
The polarizing beam splitter a ts as:
ay0H ! ay0H
ay0V ! i a0y0V
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and transforms the state to


p1 ay02H by02H a0y0V2 by02V + i 2 ay0V by0H ay0H by0V 0 :
2 3
We obtain (when only terms where the photons are split are taken into a ount)

2 
i p a0y0V by0H ay0H by0V 0 :
2 3
The adj.beam splitter transformations are:


y
y
0y
b0H ! tH H + i rH b0H


by0V ! tV yV + i rV b0y0V
with r2i +t2i=1 (ifH; Vg) where tH; tV ; rH; rV are the amplitudes for transmission/re e tion
for horizontal and verti al polarization. The resulting state is:



pi a0y0V ay0H tH yH + irH b0y0H tV yV + irV b0y0V 0 :
3
We negle t ontributions of all the terms with 2 photons in one mode and obtain


1
0y
y
0y
y
0y
y
0y
y
p tV rH a0V a0H b0H V + tHrV a0V a0H b0V H 0 :
3
The next opti al omponent is the overlap beam splitter BS1 (splitting ratio 50:50):

1 
ay0H ! p ay0H + i b0y0H
2

1
y
y
0y
p
a0V !
2  a0V + i b0V 
1
b0y0H ! p i ay0H + b0y0H
2

1
b0y0V ! p i ay0V + b0y0V
2
We obtain as operator




0y
y + i b0y i ay + b0y y +
1
p
a
t
r
a
V H 0H
0H
0H
0H V
2 3 0V
=

1 0y
2p3 a0V



+ tHrV
tV r H





ay

0H

2
i ay

0H



+ i b0y

0H

+ i by2

0H





0V + 0V

i ay

b0y



y

H



=

V+
y

+ tHrV i ay0H ay0V + ay0H b0y0V

by0H ay0V + i by0H by0V



y



H
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and sele t the ases with reation of both photons in a0:
i a0y0V 

p
2 3
The transformation at BS2 is:

2
tV rH i ay0H yV + tH rV i ay0H ay0V yH

1



ay0H ! p ayH + i byH
2
ay0V !

and results in the state
pi

a0y



4 3 V





2



+ tH r V



p1 ayV + i byV

tV rH ayH + i byH




ay

H



+ i by

H



ayH + i byH yV +



ay

V

+ i by

V



y



H

0:

The ontributions where the photons are found in four di erent modes are:
1 0y
4p3 aV



2tVrH ayH byH yV +
+ tHrV



H V H+ V H H

ay by y

ay by y

 

0

This is expressed as a photon number state:


p1 2tV rH a0yV ayH byH yV + tHrV a0yV ayH byV yH + tV rV a0yV ayV byH yH 0 =
4 3

= 4p1 3 V trig 2tV rH HHV ab + tHrV HVH ab + tH rV VHH ab
The ondition to obtain equal weight for the three ontributions is:
2tV rH = tHrV
tH rV
tV rH

=2

(4.17)

This is the ondition for the adjustable beam splitter.
The other information, that we obtain from this al ulation is the probability to
get a ontribution to the W-state out of a se ond order pro ess, be ause we started
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from a normalized state. The probalitity
q is given by theqnorm of the resulting state.
For simpli ity we assume tV = rH = 13 and tH = rV = 23 and obtain a probability
of:
P (W ) =

1
36

(4.18)

4.5 Other Ways of Preparation
Very re ently, several publi ations on the subje t of W-state preparation appeared.
S hemes to produ e a W-state of three and four atoms an be found in [33℄ and [34℄.
However, one has to fa e less experimental diÆ ulties in the experimental realization
with photons. In [35℄ Zou et al. present a s heme with linear opti al elements to
produ e a polarization entangled three- or four photon W-state. But the s heme
appears rather ompli ated. During the measurements on our setup, referen e [36℄
appeared suggesting a s heme how to produ e a path entangled W-state with one
photon and further a multi photon polarization entangled W-state using ber tritters
and single photon sour es. Zou etal. presented another s heme applying two EPRsour es the day after. However, the best of these re ent publi ations on the W-state,
was presented by Yamamoto, etal. [37℄. In their s heme, the W-state is prepared
using ollinear spontaneous parametri down onversion as sour e. Their proposal
o ers a big advantage in omparison to the one that is subje t of this thesis. No
overlap is needed. Furthermore, the eÆ ien y of the setup is slightly better. While
in the presented setup 1/36 of the four-photon pro esses leads to a W-state (with
the possibility to obtain 2/36 when feeding also the photons from output b'0 of BS1
into the free input of BS2 ) in their setup the ratio is 3/36. A realization of this setup
is planned.
This hapter was on erned with the theoreti al ba kground of the W-state
preparation. The sour e of entangled photons was des ribed and the state that
is the starting point of the setup was presented. A short des ription of the idea
behind the s heme was shown and the probability for observing the W-state was
al ulated. Further, the al ulation showed a ne essary ondition on the adjustable
beam splitter to prepare the state with the right (equal) oeÆ ients.
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The goal of this hapter is to des ribe the experimental details for the realization
of the W-state. The ru ial parts of the setup are the adjustable beam splitter and
the overlap of two photons on a symmetri beam splitter. Thus they play a entral
role in the design of the setup.
The setup will be des ribed in the rst se tion. A des ription of the sour e of
entangled photons, the main omponents and the dete tion of the photons follows.
Preliminary tests on the ber oupling and the adjustable beam splitter are in luded
there. The next se tion des ribes the stepwise onstru tion of the setup. The overlap
at BS1 ( g. 5.1) allows the observation of a se ond order interferen e e e t, the
so- alled Hong-Ou-Mandel dip (HOM-dip), whi h was also explained in 4.2. The
hapter will nish with the analysis of the HOM-dip, whi h was not only an ex iting
result, but also an important tool for the alignment.
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Overview of the experimental setup used for the preparation of the ThreePhoton Entangled W-state
Figure 5.1:
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5.1 Overview
Let us start with the des ription of the setup as it an be seen in g. 5.1. A UVpumped down onversion rystal generates entangled photons in the modes a0 and
b0 . They pass lters (F) and are oupled into single mode bers. Both of the bers
are equipped with polarization ontrollers.
The photons from emission mode a0 are oupled out of the ber at Ia0 . The
ber oupler is mounted onto a translation stage, that is moveable in dire tion of the
photon path. In PBStrig verti ally polarized photons get re e ted and, after passing
another mirror, dete ted in Dtrig . Horizontally polarized photons are transmitted
and overlapped with photons that were reated in b0.
The mode of the photons emitted in b0 are oupled out at Ib0 . The oupling
system allows transversal alignment of the oupling position and the dire tion. The
un oupled mode b0 goes then on to the adj.BS. The transmission mode of the
adjustable beam splitter (adj.BS) is alled and is one of the three modes, where
the W-state is dete ted in. The re e ted photons mode shall be denoted by b00 . With
two mirrors this mode is overlapped with a0 at the overlap beam splitter BS1 . The
two mirrors allow the alignment of the overlap without the need to hange the oupler
Ib0 , whi h would result in a di erent splitting ratio of the adj.BS (5.2.2.3). Only the
output of BS1 where a0 is transmitted is used for the W-state preparation. In the
other output mode the photons are dete ted in Ddip This dete tor just serves for the
measurement of the Hong-Ou-Mandel dip (5.4), whi h is important for the alignment
(5.5). In prin iple, this output ould serve to prepare the W-state as well. Fig. 5.1
di ers from the real setup in the setting of Ddip to keep a better overview. In the real
setup all of the dete tors have the equal distan es of 55 m to Ia0 , respe tively Ib0
and therefore also to the rystal. This guarantees oin ident dete tions1 and equal
oupling eÆ ien ies. The mode a0 is then split up at BS2 , where the transmission
mode is alled b and the re e tion mode a. The photons in the experimental data
will be denominated in the order a, b, . In b the photons are analyzed dire tly, while
in a a /2 plate, that is not part of the state analysis, is ne essary to ompensate
the phase shift of  between horizontal and verti al polarization, that o urs in the
re e ted output of BS2 . In the modes, where the W-state is prepared (a, b and )
the polarization has to be analyzed. This is done by a /4 and a /2 waveplate
followed by a PBS. DHi dete ts horizontal polarization in the transmitted output and
DVi verti al polarization in the re e ted output (where i  fa,b, g). For the dete tion
the photons are oupled into bers onne ted to pigtailed avalan he photo diodes.
A oin iden e logi (not shown in g 5.1) registers simultaneously the signals from
the eight dete tors (there are 256 possible events). This data is then stored by a
omputer.
1 With

a oin iden e window of the oin iden e logi of 10 ns this is not ru ial, however.
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5.2 Des ription
5.2.1 The Sour e

As explained in the theory part spontaneous parametri down onversion (SPDC) is
the sour e of hoi e for the reation of pairs of entangled photons. In the experiment
pairs are generated by a short pulse of ultraviolet light. With a lower probability
even two pairs are reated from a single pump pulse. With in reasing pump power
this probability is raised. Sin e there is no sour e dire tly generating intense UVpulses, an intermediate step is hosen. A Ti:Saphire-laser emits pulses of 130fs
pulse width at 780nm with a repetition rate of 82MHz. Via se ond harmoni
generation in a LBO- rystal (LiBO4) UV-pulses at a wavelength of 390nm and of
about 800mW average power are generated. These UV-pulses pump a 2mm thi k
BBO- rystal ( BaBO4) to reate polarization entangled photon pairs emitted under
an angle of 3Æ with respe t to the pump beam dire tion. Long-pass lters serve to
ut o s attered light from the UV-pulses. In addition, interferen e lters of 3nm
bandwidth determine the spe tral width of the down onversion photons. Finally
the photons are oupled into single mode bers.
5.2.2 Opti al Components
5.2.2.1 The Fibers

The single mode bers de ne the modes of the olle ted photons and guide them
to the W-setup. The birefringen e of the bers hange the polarization of the
photons. Polarization ontrollers ompensate this transformation. While the ber
in mode a0 is set to output the initial polarization, the one de ning mode b0 turns
the polarization by 90Æ. The reason for this is, that it enables us to measure the
HOM-dip (5.4), whi h is an important help for the alignment, as explained later on
(5.4). The photons are dete ted in ber pigtailed avalan he photo diodes.
It is onvenient to have the possibility of using single mode bers to sele t
well-de ned modes and guarantee spatial oheren e. Thus, it was important to nd
out, whether the oupling eÆ ien y to single mode bers is worse, than to multi
mode bers. To avoid loss when oupling to these bers also the dependen e of the
oupling eÆ ien y on the distan e between the ouplers was studied.
A 785nm laser diode was oupled into a single mode ber (F32242), as it is
used in the latter setup to olle t the SPDC emission. After a ertain distan e
varying between 18 m and 100 m the light from that ber was oupled into a
multi mode ber (AS S50/125Y2) and also into di erent single mode bers (F32242
and F42242). For ea h distan e the fo us was aligned and the oupling eÆ ien y
tested. The out oupling of the rst single mode ber was done with a homemade
2 Thorlabs
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onstru tion, (5.2.2.2), as it will be used in Ia0 , o ering the possibility to adjust the
fo al length. In g. 5.2 the dependen e on the distan e of the ouplers for all three
bers is shown. The oupling eÆ ien y into the multi mode ber is  88%, for the

Figure 5.2: Dependen e of the oupling eÆ ien y for di erent single mode bers (F3224,
F4224) and a multi mode ber (AS S50/125Y) the distan e

single mode ber F3224  85%, and for F4224  83%. So, the losses when using
a single mode ber are not mu h higher than that of the multi mode ber. The
adjustment, though, is mu h more diÆ ult. A se ond result is, that the eÆ ien y
of the oupling is dropping for between 30 m and 18 m distan e of  2 % for all
the bers. This is due to the fa t, that the beam has to be fo used su h, that the
diameter gets bigger than the lens for the in oupling. For longer distan es oupling
to the multi mode ber doesn't show a dependen e on the distan e for the tested
range. The single mode bers, however, loose both  3 % in oupling eÆ ien y
between 30 m and 100 m. The errors have been dedu ed from a test of how mu h
the oupling eÆ ien ies vary when the ber is unplugged, plugged and aligned again.
5.2.2.2 Fiber Couplers

In the experimental setup three di erent kinds of ber ouplers are used. The oupling of the down onversion emission is realized with a oupling system3 . The
oupling system allows the a urate alignment to the mode and a transversal positioning of the oupler-lens system. The distan e of the same lens (f=11mm) to the
oupler is very a urately adjustable to allow an alignment of the beam fo us. For
3 Thorlabs
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this reason the system was also used at Ib0 . The a urate alignment of the fo us is
ne essary for a good overlap at BS1 .
In Ia0 a homemade ber oupler is used. In this oupler the distan e between
the lens and the ber onne tor an be adjusted by s rewing the lens into or out
of a ylinder where the ber is onne ted to. With this oupler the fo us an be
adjusted by s rewing a lens (f=11mm) into a ylinder with a ber onne tor xed
to the other end. This allows an adjustment of the fo using, whi h is, however, not
possible without misalignment of the beam dire tion. Therefore this oupler was
only used in a0 and not hanged anymore, after alignment.
For the oupling of the photons (respe tively the alignment beam) it was enough
to use a simpler version of ber oupler, were the lens (f=11mm) has a xed distan e
to the ber onne tor.
5.2.2.3 The Adjustable Beam Splitter

The photons in mode b0 are split up at an adjustable beam splitter (adj. BS). It
is adjustable in the sense, that one obtains di erent splitting ratios for di erent
angles of in iden e. These splitting ratios are also polarization dependent. As a
preparation for the further setup the dependen e on the angle of in iden e was
tested. As equation 4.18 shows, it is not ne essary to really have a beam splitter
transmitting jH i with probability 2/3 and jV i with probability 1/3 . This is just
the most plausible ase when looking at the s hemati setup. Yet the splitting ratio
rather needs to ful ll the ondition dedu ed in the al ulation of the setup (4.18,
page 41):
TransmissionH  Re e tionV =  tH  rV 2 = 4
(5.1)
Re e tionH  TransmissionV
r H  tV
where tH; tV ; rH; rH are the amplitudes for transmission and re e tion of H- and
V-polarization as used in 4.4. As we will see, this ondition (in ontrast to the
1/3:2/3 splitting ratio) an be ful lled exa tly by the adj.BS, whi h was bought
from EKSMA with the following spe i ations:
material
BK7
size
25,4  3mm
atness
/10  633nm
TH =TV
66=33(3) %
angle of in iden e 45Æ
To nd the angle where the beam splitter provides the ratio of (5.1) and to test
for possible birefringen e the beam splitter was hara terized for angles of in iden e
between 40Æ and 55Æ ( g. 5.3).
A /4 and a /2 wave plate prepare the polarization out of a laser diode running
on 785nm before a ber to be horizontal at the output of the ber. Another PBS
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Figure 5.3:

Setup to hara terize the adj. beam splitter:

ensures the that the polarization is exa tly horizontal. The next -plates are meant
to prepare any polarization. The adj. beam splitter is mounted onto a rotation stage
with a 2Æ s ale.
The rst test was done by measuring the intensity of both output arms for
horizontally and verti ally polarized beams.
Figure 5.4 shows the normalized transmission and re e tion oeÆ ients for both
H- and V-polarization (TH , RV and TV , RH) in dependen e of the angle setting of
the adj.BS. The data was interpolated by a se ond order polynomial t. Be ause
there is no angle, where TH =RV=1/3 (neither TV =RH=2/3) the adj. BS doesn't
allow to use this plausible solution ( 4.3) as setting. Fig. 5.5, however shows that
ondition (5.1) is ful lled for an angle of 46.1Æ. Around this angle the ratio varies
about 0.5% per degree.
The se ond test analyzes the polarization behind the adj.BS (5.3) for unwanted
birefringen e. In ea h output a /4 and a /2 waveplate transform the polarization
to verti al, whi h results in minimal transmission through the PBS. By ba kward
al ulation the information about the polarization behind the adj. beam splitter is
obtained. The following table summarizes the results of the polarization analysis in
the re e ted and transmitted output for di erent input polarization at the in ident
angle of 46.1Æ:
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Figure 5.4:

The dependen e of the transmission and re e tion oeÆ ients on the angle

Figure 5.5:

The de isive ratio for the setting of the adjustable beam splitter

of in iden e
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Polarization

H
V

Ve tor


1
0



0
1

+

p12
p12

-

p12
p12

!

!

Transmitted


Re e ted

0:999 
0:044ei0;063




0
1

0:999 
0:037ei0;25




0:814 
i 0:581e i 0:010





0:814 
i 0:581e i0:006



0
1

0:566
i 0:825e+i 0:035




0:585
i 0:811e+i0:028

The input polarization is shown in the rst olumn with the orresponding ve tor
in the se ond one. In the third and fourth olumn the ve tors represent the polarizations in the outputs. They are normalized and the multipli ation with a global
phase makes the phases in the ve tor appear in the se ond omponent of1 the ve tors. The oeÆ ients are lose to the expe ted ones (given by rH = tV = p3  0:58
and rV = tH = p13  0:82). We are more interested in the phase shift between Hand V-polarization. The ve tors are written su h, that the phases appearing in the
exponent are those, aused by birefringen e. The error in the phase aused by the
setting of the wave plates (about 0.5Æ is the estimated inse urity) auses  0:015
error in the relative phase between H and V. This results in an error of  0:045 for
all of the three wave plates. When looking at the phases shown in the table above,
they are found to be inside the range of error. The error in the oeÆ ients is about
 0:06. This means, that the birefringen e of the adj. beam splitter is negligible
and does not need ompensation.
5.2.2.4 Beam Splitters

The symmetri beam splitters4 were tested in a similar setup as the adj.BS, to he k
the splitting ratio and the absorption. In this test it was found, that it is possible
to vary the splitting ratio for verti al polarization, by a rotation around the verti al
axis. The e e t on the horizontal polarization splitting was negligible and therefore
not to align. In the end the absorption was found to be  1% and splitting ratio for
4 Newport
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horizontal polarization of TH :RH  51:49 ould be a hieved. The one for verti al
polarization an in prin iple be set to be fully symmetri .
The polarizing beam splitters5 are known to re e t some unwanted horizontal
polarization, while they almost don't transmit verti al polarization. By turning
the PBS around its verti al axis it is possible to de rease the error in the re e ted
arm. On a s reen one an observe a spot of the re e ted beam for an in ident
horizontal polarization. Be ause 780nm wavelength is near infrared the spot not
visible. A CCD- amera was used to show the spot on a monitor. The PBS is
rotated to the position where the spot shows the least brightness. A test with PINDiodes showed, that instead of  1% (for alignment by ba k re e tion) only  0:2%
horizontally polarized light was found in the re e ted arm. One ould observe a
slight degradation in the transmitted output: the transmission of V-polarized light
in reased from  0% to  0:2%. The PBS for the state analysis were aligned this
way. PBStrig is an important part of the state preparation. For this reason another
type of PBS6 was used here o ering an error < 0:1% in transmission and  0:5% in
the re e ted arm.
5.2.3 The dete tion

The single photon dete tors are ber pig tailed sili ium avalan he photo diodes
(APD7 ). These multi mode bers are onne ted to ber ouplers F220FC (5.2.2.2).
For the onstru tion there was usually an additional single mode ber between the
oupler and the multi mode ber. For the dete tion of single photons the APD's
are used in Geiger Mode. When an avalan he is triggered by a photon a urrent
starts to ow and is dete ted by a proper ele troni s. The diodes are quen hed to
avoid damage. The dete tion of up to eight photons (that is 256 possible events) is
omputes by a fast oin iden e logi and stored by a omputer.

5.3 Constru tion
This se tion des ribes the stepwise onstru tion of the W-state preparation setup.
An alignment beam is ne essary for the rst few steps of the pro edure. Thus, a
part of the pulsed light from the Ti:Sa-laser was oupled to a symmetri ber beam
splitter. To ause no misalignment when plugging and unplugging, the bers in
modes a0 and b0 were assembled out of two two meters parts with one part xed to
the ouplers Ia0 or Ib0 . They ould be onne ted to the ber beam splitter for the
onstru tion and afterwards to the bers from the down onversion sour e.
5 Laseroptik
6 Newport

7 Perkin/Elmer
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5.3.1 The First Path

The ru ial part of the experiment is the interferen e of the two photons at beam
splitter BS1 . Therefore the modes a0 and b0 have to overlap (spatial oheren e) and
the di eren e in the path lengths has to be zero (temporal oheren e). To ontrol
the delay in one arm the ber oupler Ia0 is mounted onto a translation stage moving
in the dire tion of a0 . There are two important onditions on the out oupling at
a0 : Firstly, the mode of the beam needs to be independent of the position of the
translation stage, so that the overlap stays the same when the translation stage
is moving. Se ondly, the oupling eÆ ien y from Ia0 to the dete tors needs to be
optimized and also to be independent from the position of the translation stage.
So the dire tion of the beam was aligned to be parallel to the movement of the
translation stage and a ber oupler was set in a distan e of 55 m from Ia (this will
be the distan e to the dete tors in the nal setup) to he k the alignment and the
oupling eÆ ien y. The fo us of the beam was adjusted with the homemade oupler
des ribed before to optimize the oupling eÆ ien y to the ber. The dependen e of
the oupled intensity from the movement of the translation stage was tested. This is
also a very a urate test for the stability of the mode, be ause slight hanges already
result in a deterioration of the oupling eÆ ien y to the single mode ber. After the
adjustment no further realignment was ne essary. The measurement in g. 5.9 was
done after the overlap was aligned and shows the oupled intensity to a single mode
ber. Over the range of 20mm smooth variations of the oupled intensity of about
8% were found. This doesn't a e t the measurements, be ause they are performed
in ranges of the order of magnitude of the region where the pulses interfere (or the
photons later on), whi h is few hundred mi rometers. The variation of 8%, however,
happens over a region of 10mm an. It an be attributed to the imperfe tions of the
translation stage.

Figure 5.6:

The opti al omponents mounted and aligned after step 1
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Now the mode is xed and the beam splitters an be mounted. Their alignment
is des ribed in 5.2.2.4. Finally the dete tor DH2 is aligned to the beam, with a single
mode ber at the oupler.
5.3.2 The Se ond Path

The ber oupler Ib0 is set to be parallel to the one in a0 (see g. 5.7). When Ib0 is
set up it is important that the position of zero delay is in the range of the translation
stage. Dire tly after Ib0 the adj. beam splitter is set up.
Out of the preliminary test on the adj.BS the angle of in iden e needed for
the right splitting ratio is known. But it is not possible to set the angle with high
a ura y using the s ale on the rotation stage. PIN-diodes in the output of the
adj.BS were used to he k the splitting ratio for ne adjustment.

Figure 5.7:

ratio.

The adj.BS has to be mounted in b0 . It is aligned exa tly to the right splitting

5.3.3 The Overlap

To overlap mode b00 and a0 at BS1 we take advantage of the fa t, that a single mode
ber is already aligned to mode a0 . The two mirrors M1 and M2 were set up and
aligned for an optimal oupling of b00 to the same single mode ber. This in luded
also an alignment of the fo us in b0 . When a good oupling is a omplished, one
an be sure of a fairly well aligned overlap. The overlap was also he ked by looking
at the other output mode of BS1 .
Up to that point there was no interferen e, be ause there was no temporal
overlap of the pulses, yet. To nd the position of zero delay, the translation stage
was moved in steps of 10 m to s an for interferen e. Strong u tuations in the
intensity appear when pulses overlap. The single mode ber in dete tor DHb sele ts
a single mode and guarantees the spatial oheren e. The polarizing beam splitter
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Figure 5.8: The mirrors to adjust the overlap were setup. There is only the statedete tion missing.

PBSb guarantees equal polarizations. To a hieve a high ontrast in the interferen e
pattern is ne essary to take are, that equal intensities from a0 and b0 are oupled
to the single mode ber. The s an for the interferen e was ontrolled by a omputer
driving the translation stage and saving the positions and the intensity read out
from a PIN diode that was onne ted to the ber. Fig. 5.9 shows, that there are
indeed strong u tuations around the position -5.5mm. The small graph in the
same gure shows a s an in the region of interferen e. Be ause it is not possible to
drive the motor in smaller steps than the wavelength, the data points seem to be
distributed randomly inside the envelope of the interferen e. The lowest intensity
is found at position -5.47mm and is lose to zero. Thus the ontrast is almost 100
%. At this position the interferen e pattern was also he ked in the other output
of BS1. No spatial interferen e fringes ould be found, but slow u tuations in the
intensity due to slight hanges in the opti al path length. This is another hint for a
good spatial overlap of the two modes.
5.3.4 Swit hing to Single Photons

The next step was to test the overlap with down onversion photons. First, however,
a dete tor in the other output of the beam splitter has to be mounted to allow
the dete tion of oin ident events. Then the bers between the W-setup and the
down onversion sour e were onne ted. The polarization ontrollers were adjusted.
To do this, a polarizer transmitting horizontal polarization is mounted before the
in oupling of the down onversion emission. The output in b0 is adjusted to verti al
and the one in a0 to horizontal polarization.
A rst su essful s an of a HOM-dip with a oupling into single mode bers is
shown in g. 5.10. Before the analysis of this dip will follow in the next se tion I
want to nish the des ription of the onstru tion. After the alignment of the overlap
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The s an for the position where the pulses overlap. The small pi ture shows
a s an over the range where the overlap was expe ted. One an also see, that the oupling
stays very stable over the whole range

Figure 5.9:

has proofed to work with the single photons the polarization analysis for b and ,
the trigger dete tor Dtrig and DVa were mounted using the alignment beam.

5.4 The Hong-Ou-Mandel Dip
In the theory part it was already explained (4.2), that photons entering a symmetri
beam splitter always leave in the same output mode if they annot be distinguished.
To a hieve this it is ne essary to guarantee spatial, temporal and spe tral oheren e.
To observe the se ond-order interferen e we are using the photon-pairs reated by
the sour e.
Due to the transformation performed in ber b0 the state j +i(emitted from the
down onversion { se tion 4.1) is transformed to:
j+i = p1 (jHH i + jV V i)
(5.2)
2
PBStrig doesn't allow for V-polarized photons to rea h BS1 . Thus, only H-polarized
photons overlap.
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To observe the HOM-dip it is ne essary to hange the path length
and register the oin iden e rate between Ddip and DHb (Ndip ). For
this experiment it is even more interesting to look at the oin iden e rate between
dete tors DHb and DHa (Nbump ), be ause for the W-state the events where the photons
enter the same mode are sele ted. Nbump should show a bump for zero delay with
twi e the ount rates ompared to the rates outside the region of interferen e. The
s an was ontrolled by a omputer driving the translation stage and storing the
positions and ount rates.
The S an
of mode a0

To evaluate the s an we use a theoreti al dependen e of the oin iden e
ount rate from the path delay.
We assume our lters to have a gaussian spe tral distribution. Therefore the
oheren e time is given by the inverse of the bandwidth:
 ' 1!
(5.3)
Further we assume that BS1 is perfe tly symmetri . Out of the expression 4.16
(page 35) we an dedu e:


x 
t 
t
=C 1 e l
(5.4)
Ndip = C 1 e
where t is the temporal and x the spatial delay in the paths.
C is the oin iden e ount rate outside the dip and t and l are the oheren e
time and length.
Experimentally, the ount rates for the oin iden e dip do not go down to zero.
The visibility is de ned as:
max N min )=N max
Vdip = (Ndip
for the oin iden e dip and
dip
dip
max N min )=N min
Vbump = (Nbump
for the bump.
bump bump
The t fun tion, that is used for the evaluation of the experimental data is then:


2( xldipx0 )2
y (x) = C 1 V e
)
(5.5)
Evaluation

C:
V:
x0 :
ldip:

The ount rate in the lassi al regime
The visibility as de ned before (with a negative sign for a bump)
The position of the minimum (maximum) value of the dip (bump)
2-width of the gaussian urve.
By omparison with the theoreti al predi tion
p (5.4) we on lude,
that the resulting oheren e length is l = 2ldip.
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Figure 5.10:

sele tion.

A HOM-dip measured with single mode bers at the dete tors for mode

Two interferen e s ans are in luded in this analysis:
First, a oin iden e dip, where both of the photons were oupled into single
mode bers. It was observed dire tly after the overlap had been built up ( g. 5.10).
Se ond, a measurement, that is representing the measurements performed for
the alignment of the setup. The photons were oupled dire tly into the multi mode
bers of the dete tors. A oin iden e bump (in the ount rates NaH bH ) and two
oin iden e dips (in NaH dip and NbH dip ) are in luded (5.11).
Measurements

Fig. 5.10 shows a visibility Vdip = 90:3  0:7%. Theoreti ally it
is possible to rea h a visibility of 100%. Single mode bers sele t the mode, thus the
spatial oheren e of the dete ted photons an be assumed to be perfe t. Therefore
we an expe t to have this visibility as an upper bound when aligning the spatial
overlap with the multi mode bers. Another fa tor is the splitting ratio of the beam
splitter BS1 . As one an see in 4.2 the visibility is redu ed by a fa tor:
2RT < 1%
(5.6)
2
R + T2
for T : R  51 : 49, with the error found in the test of the beam splitter (5.2.2.4).
Therefore, this is also negligible. Further possible reasons are the spe tral oheren e,
and random oin iden es ( oin ident dete tion of photons that were not reated as
a pair). Errors o ur, when a pair of photons is not equally polarized due to the
sour e or due to imperfe tions in the polarization alignment of the bers.
Single Mode Dip
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H H
Coin iden e dip (DH
a ,Ddip , full ir les) and bump (Da ,Db , open ir les).
The maximum interferen e o urs at zero delay between the photons arriving at BS1 . The
risibilities are Vdip = 86:4  0:4 and Vbump = 93:3  0:6

Figure 5.11:

The oin iden e dip in g. 5.11 shows a lower visibility than
the one into single mode bers: Vdip = 86:4  0:4 m. It is lower, be ause there is
no mode sele tion from the bers. A non-perfe t overlap of the modes is responsible
for the degradation of the visibility. The width of the gaussian t is ldip = 122  1m
and is in the same order of magnitude as the one shown before. The ount rates
outside the dip are now around 3200 per 15 se .
In gure (5.11) one an also see the oin iden e bump between the dete tors
H
Da and DHb of the same measurement. The width is similar to the one of the dip
(lbump = 119  7m). The visibility, however is higher than the one observed in the
dip (Vbump = 93:3  5:6 m).
Multi Photon Dip

5.5 Alignment
The ount rates of four-fold oin iden es in the experiment were to low to allow the
alignment of the setup dire tly by optimizing the signal of the W-state itself. It
was ne essary to have riteria about the quality of the alignment out of the twofold oin iden e ount rates. This se tion will introdu e the riteria that had to be
ful lled to expe t a good measurement and how they were applied for the alignment.
A mathemati a program was used to extra t the events of interest out of the 256
events that were stored for ea h time interval of the measurement. In short test
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runs of a few se onds one ould extra t the ne essary information.
Before any further alignment the oupling to the dete tor bers is
he ked. Therefore the ber ouplers for the olle tion of the onversion photons are
adjusted for maximum single (S) and two-fold oin iden e (C2 ) ount rates. This is
done online, with a omputer program displaying the urrent ount rates. In a test
run it is possible to he k the ratio S:C2 . If this ratio rea hes values of about 0.04
(with 6000C2 /h) one an expe t the four-fold oin iden e ount rate to rea h about
70 ounts/h.
Count Rates

The polarization ompensation in the ber was already
aligned in the initial alignment of the setup. It turned out, however, that this alignment was not enough. Espe ially, a good adjustment at PBStrig is ru ial, be ause it
is responsible for the ltering of the four-photon pro esses with equal polarizations
in ea h mode. These ontributions are together twi e as probable as the ones that
properly ontribute to the W-state. This an be seen in equation 4.8 on page 33.
In the rst measurement of the W-state this led to high ontributions of unwanted
terms. When looking at the two-fold oin iden es one an see, that a wrong polarization alignment in a0 results in an in rease of oin iden e ounts between dete tor
DH and Dtrig (N H trig) whi h should only dete t V-polarized photons. This event
has high ount rates and therefore is useful for an online alignment. To use it as
a referen e, it is preferable to minimize at the ratio of N H trig to N V trig . After
optimization typi al values were:
N H trig
= 2%
(5.7)
N V trig
This value enters linearly in the ontribution of unwanted jHHH i events to the
W-state.
Polarization Alignment

A good aligned overlap is ru ial for the preparation of the W-state.
Thus a new alignment of the overlap is ne essary before ea h measurement. The
mirrors M1 and M2 are adjusted, while the translation stage is at the position of
maximum interferen e. For a good overlap one tries to minimize the dip ount rates.
To ensure, that bad oupling is not the reason for a de reasing ount rate the bump
ount rates are he ked simultaneously. One problem in that pro edure is, that
an adjustment of the mirrors slightly hanges the path length in b00 . Therefore it
was ne essary to he k the position again after some alignment and to iteratively
improve the visibility. It turned out, that hanges in the position on the s ale of
a few mi rometers were o uring typi ally in the rst times, when bigger hanges
were ne essary. For the ne alignment, no hanges ould be observed anymore, and
thus they were a eptable. The visibility typi ally rea hed values of about 85% for
the dip and about 90% for the bump.

HOM-Dip
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To test the splitting ratio of the adjustable beam
splitter it is ne essary to blo k the mode a0. Then one an he k the splitting ratio
by looking at the single ount events in Da (Sa ), Db (Sb) and D (S ). Usually there is
a di eren e in the numbers of H-polarized and V-polarized photons, but optimizing
for the ratio (eq. 4.18, p.41) these errors an el. In the re e ted output of the
adj.BS there is now BS1 in luded. Assuming that BS1 is perfe tly symmetri one
needs to align the adj.BS to:
(SaV + SbV )  S H = 4
(5.8)
(SaH + SbH )  S V
This was a hieved up to an error of 0.5%. It turned out, that on e the adj. BS is
set to the orre t ratio, no realignment is ne essary.
The Adjustable Beam Splitter
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6 Analysis of the State
In this hapter, I present the results, that have been obtained with the W-state setup
so far. But rst, some remarks on how the data were analyzed will be ne essary.
The rst measurement presented is a zzz-basis measurement as this was also the rst
measurement performed with the setup. Then a xxx-basis measurement will follow
to test, whether the state is ful lling the theoreti al predi tions also for another
basis.

6.1 Data Preparation
The ount rates of interest are extra ted from the 256 events registered by the oiniden e logi via a mathemati a program. The relative eÆ ien ies of the dete tors
have been measured independently. The eÆ ien y of a four-fold oin iden e is alulated by the produ t of the eÆ ien ies of the parti ipating dete tors. Then the
raw ount rates are orre ted for the eÆ ien ies. That are the data presented here.
Two sour es of errors ontribute to the overall error on the statisti s shown:
p
Firstly, the u tuations in the ount rates due to Poissonian statisti s (N = N )
and se ondly the errors in the measured eÆ ien ies. In this analysis, I will onsider
three fold oin iden es, be ause the trigger photon doesn't ontribute to the state {
though all four-photons are ne essary. events.
6.2 Population in xxx and zzz
6.2.1 zzz-Basis

The rst measurements, performed after the built-up and alignment was ready, were
done in the zzz-Basis (A.1).
In a zzz-basis measurement, one analyzes every photon for fjH i; jV ig and where
the wave-plates in every polarization analyzer (for a,b and ) are set to 0Æ.
The data shown here were olle ted over 10hours. A total number of 1439
ounts was found for the W-state. One learly observes ontributions from the Wstate produ t terms HHV, HVH and VHH. The ba kground of other ontributions
is 113  26 ounts whi h orresponds to 7:9  1:9 %
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Three-fold oin iden es in 10 hours of a zzz-measurement, i. e. with horizontal/verti al polarizer settings
Figure 6.1:

Reasons for the ba kground are ompensation of the birefringen e in the ber
and non-perfe t orrelations in the state produ ed by the sour e. The main ontribution, however, is the imperfe t ltering of 4-photon events with equal polarizations
in ea h mode by PBStrig resulting in the HHH and VVV term.
HHV 29:4  2:1 %
HVH 27:7  2:0 %
VHH 35:1  2:4 %
The VHH ontribution is higher than the other two. So the ratio between these
events still has to be improved.
The orrelation of the measured state is al ulated out of the joint probabilities:
Czzz

=

PHHH PHHV PHVH + PHVV PVHH + PVHV + PVVH PVVV =
(NHHH NHHV NHVH + NHVV NVHH + NVHV + NVVH NVVV )=Ntot

where Nevent is the number of ounts for an event (e.g. HHH) and Ntot is the overall
ount rate. Theoreti ally the orrelation should be equal to -100%, theoreti ally.
Experimentally we nd:
Czzz = 88:9  3:4%
(6.1)
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6.2.2 xxx-Basis

A measurement in the xxx-basis is realized by setting the /2 wave plates to 22.5Æ in
ea h arm (a,b and ). For this measurement the ompensation plate in the re e ted
output of BS2 was missing whi h resulted in a dete tion of (+) (i.e. 45Æ-polarization)
for j i and vi e versa. This was orre ted in the data by ex hanging the role of
the outputs of PBSb . The measurement was running over a time of 3h, with a total

Figure 6.2: Three-fold oin iden es in 3 hours of a xxx-measurement, i. e. with /2 wave
plates at 22.5Æ

number of 279 ounts.
A ording to the theory (3.2.1), we nd the (+++) and ({{{) with the highest
probability:
+++ 31:5  4:8 %
{{{ 31:3  4:1 %
They ex eed the value of 0.25, that was predi ted for fool by 6%, this on rming
the observation of the W-state. Both terms ontribute equally and are lose to rea h
the theoreti al value of 3/8 = 37.5% with an error of 6%.
The terms with lower ounting rate are all around  5%, ex ept for ({+{
), whi h ontributes 10:3  2:5 %. They are expe ted to have a probability of
1/24  4% and thus most of the ontributions are very lose to the predi tion.
The W-state is invariant under permutation of parti les. The data presented in
g. 6.2 illustrates this. In theory it is expe ted to be zero, whereas the experimental
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value obtained by analogue al ulation as in the zzz-measurement is:
Cxxx = 7:7  5:3%:

(6.2)

6.3 Two-Photon Correlation
In this se tion, I will analyze the experimentally prepared state for the two-parti le
entanglement ontained therein, for example the state of the two remaining parti les
is depending on the measurement out ome of the third parti le in the z-basis.
As it was shown in se tion 2.1, maximally entangled states have full orrelations for measurements in more than one basis. Therefore the analysis was done
by measuring the remaining two parti les in both the zz-basis (i.e. H/V polarization) and in the xx-basis (+/-45Æ polarization). This is a pro edure often used to
test the entanglement, for example when the down onversion sour e was aligned.
Theoreti ally (see se tion 3.2) one expe ts the orrelation C to be -100% for the
measurement in the zz-basis. In the xx-basis, the orrelation is +100% (in theory)
only if the measurement out ome on the third parti le was H, and 0% otherwise.
The test is performed for all three pairs of parti les. Six measurements were
ne essary: Firstly, a zzz-measurement (test for H/V-polarization in ea h arm), and
three measurements where only one parti le is analyzed in z-dire tion: zxx, xzx and
xxz (the order of the bases orrespond to the order of the arms a,b and where the
state is dete ted). The measurements were performed dire tly one after another, and
every measurement was running over 2 hours. In gure 6.3 the results are shown,
where za = H means that the statisti s of the photons in b and is onditioned on
the out ome H of the measurement on the photon in a. In the same notation is used
for the other possibilites. The 2-parti le orrelation is depi ted for every graph.
Results: For za =H we nd a orrelation of 81:2  11:2 % in the zz-basis for the
other two photons 74:1  11:3 % in the xx-basis. This is in prin iple high enough
to violate the CHSH-inequality
2.18. To violate a CHSH-inequality the orrelations
p
must ex eed 1= 2 of the predi ted value, that is -70.7% (+70.7%) for the zz- (xx)basis measurement.
The ba kground is due to imperfe t orrelations in the sour e and the polarization alignment, whi h is responsible for other ontributions from the four-photon
state.thatshould {in prin iple { be ltered { see also (6.2.1).
In ontrary, the orrelations for the zz-basis and xx-basis are 97:4  15:9 %,
and 2:7  14:7 % respe tively. As expe ted, there is no entanglement left.
The lower ba kground ompared to the situation des ribed prior (za =H) an
be explained by the fa t, that the unwanted four-photon terms (where all the four
photons are equally polarized) ontribute less. The reason is, that the HH and the
VV ontribution make the ba kground in the rst ase. With the trigger dete ted
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as V and the photon on whi h is onditioned in H, ontributions like HHHV and
VVVH (without respe t of the order) ontribute to the ba kground, and thus only
one photon of the "unwanted" terms has to be dete ted wrongly to make either
HH-, or VV- ba kground. The ba kground in the ase za=V needs ontributions
like HVVV, VHVV and VVVV. They are reated only by erroneous ontributions
due to four V-polarized photons, but not from four H-polarized ones (as in the ase
of za =H).
Also for the measurement of the photons in a and onditioned on the out ome
H in b show predi ted behaviour. The orrelations are even stronger in the xxbasis. We nd 0:839  10:7 % and 0:837  10:9 % for the zz- and the xx-basis,
respe tivley. Again the orrelations are higher for zb=V, due to the reason explained
before. The measurement where the residual entanglement between the photons in
b and is analyzed shows weaker orrelations. A tually, the orrelations in the
xx-basis measurement with C = 55:7  11:6 % are to weak to expe t a violation
the CHSH-inequality. The most probable reason is a phase shift between V and H

Figure 6.3: Joint probabilities for the photons b and
in dependen e of the measurement
out ome in a.

polarization in the overlap beam splitter, or in BS2 . This e e t has been observed
with beam splitters and the next step in the further development of the setup is the
ompensation of this phase. The phase shift e e t is stronger in the measurement
of the orrelations between photons in a and b be ause both of them are e e ted
by the phaseshift, whereas in the other two measurements only one photon of them
passes these beamsplitters. In 5.2.2.3 the adj. beam splitter has been tested and
showed no sign of a phase shift.
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In omparison of the three measurements one an also see, that the ontributions
of the terms in the zz-basis by onditioning on H are equally high for the last
measurement, but that HV ontributes less in the rst two ases. This is due to
the overlap at BS1. In an ideal ase the HOM-dip and bump (see se tion 5.4, page
56) shows 100% visibility and the HV and VH term have to ontribute equally. In
the presented setup, the bump only has a visibility of  90%, and therefore the
ontributions where H-polarized photons are overlapped, whi h are the mentioned
ontributions (HV in the zz-basis for za=b = H ), should be lower.
In summary, one an on lude that the state observed shows entanglement for
the remaining two qubits under the ondition that the out ome of a measurement
on the third one is H, as it is predi ted for the W-state. This entanglement is strong
enough to violate Bell-inequalities for two of the three possible pairs. The error on
the third one will most probably be ompensated by a ommon pro edure, namely
the ompensation of a polarization-dependent phase shift due to the symmetri
beam splitters. This will be done with a quartz plate with appropriate orientation.

Joint probabilities for the photons a and in dependen e of the measurement
out ome in b.

Figure 6.4:
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Joint probabilities for the photons a and b in dependen e of the measurement
out ome in .
Figure 6.5:

6.4 Correlation Fun tions
A orrelation fun tion was measured for the bases in b xed to x and in to z. This
measurement is performed by setting in a rotation stage with a half wave-plate,
rotating from 0Æ to 90Æ. The turn around 90Æ in the half wave-plate orresponds to
a basis- hange from z to x to z in this arm. Thus, the orrelation fun tion shows
a whole periode. The measurement is performed in i les, that is, every datapoint
(angle etting) is measured for (in our ase) 15min and when all the setting were
rea hed, it starts from the beginning. This setting orresponds to the setting xxz
in the last se tion { this is the one where the orrelations were mu h lower than
in the other arm. Therefore it is quite natural that we will nd a visibility for the
orrelation fun tion that is mu h lower than one expe ts from theory, whi h is 66%.
The orrelation fun tion is shown in g. 6.6. We nd a visibility of 32:9  5:1 %,
whi h is half of the expe ted value. To on rm the absolute orientation of the half
wave plate, I introdu e an additional o set angle  in the tfun tion in order to
evaluate the visibility, whi h was onsistent with 0. Therefore the obtained value is
more a urate ompared to the one in the previous se tion.
Again, one an use the measurement out ome of the photon in a as ondition
and nds 2-parti le orrelation fun tions for the remaining parti le. For the out ome
za =V the predi ted orrelations are 0, be ause the remaining state is not entangled.
(The orrelations in xx and xz are zero). We nd a visibility of 9.6  8:0 %. For the
out ome za =H one theoreti ally nds a sine fun tion with 100% visibility, but for
the mentioned reson, that we are looking at the pair with the lowest orrelations
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we get only 48; 3  10; 9 %, whi h is lose to the value of 55; 7  11; 6 % found in
the analysis of last se tion and, just as in the three-parti le orrelation about half
of the expe ted visibility.

The orrelation fun tion for rotating a half wave-plate in a, with xed bases
x (+/-45Æ ) in b and z (H/V) in

Figure 6.6:

Figure 6.7: The orrelation fun tion for rotating a half wave-plate in a, with xed basis
x (+/-45Æ ) in b onditioned on an out ome z =V
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The orrelation fun tion for rotating a half wave-plate in a, with xed basis
Æ
x (+/-45 ) in b onditioned on an out ome z =H
Figure 6.8:
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6.5 The Mermin Inequality
The measurements that have been used for the analysis of the two-photon entanglement between the three photons in the W-state were: zzz, zxx, xzx, xxz. This is a
hoi e of bases that allows for a test of the Mermin inequality (se tion 3.3.2). The
Mermin inequality for this basis-setting is:
2 %  C (z; z; z) C (z; x; x) C (x; z; x) C (x; x; z)  2
Fig. 6.9 shows the three-parti le joint probabilities for the four measurements with
the orresponding three-parti le orrelation. We insert the experimentally obtained

Figure 6.9:

inequality

Joint probabilities in the generated state that allow for the test of the Mermin

orrelations (see g. 6.9) and nd for the ombination of tree-parti le orrelation
fun tions:
j 0:873 % 0:495 % 0:400 % 0:297 %j = 2:065 > 2
Thus, the state violates the Mermin inequality by 0.065, but with an error of 0.338,
therefore not in a statisti ally signi ant way. The W-state would violate this Mermin inequality with a value of 3 for that basis. However, the ontribution of the
xxz-basis orrelation spoils this value as one already ould see in the analysis of the
two-photon entanglement.
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The goal of this thesis was the experimental realization of a three-photon entangled
state { the W-state { and its analysis. This involved a theoreti al analysis of the state
and a omparison of its properties with both the GHZ-state, a state, that is known
to have three-photon entanglement, and a mixed state fool, a state whi h shows for
some ases a similar behavior as the W-state, but has only two-partite entanglement.
The most outstanding property of the W-state is that the entanglement is mainly
in the pairs, i.e. the loss or measurement of one parti le does not imply the loss of
all entanglement in the system.
For the experimental analysis of the state it was ne essary to build an interferometri setup that prepared the W-state out of the four-photon state generated
by a spontaneous parametri down onversion sour e. The two ru ial parts of this
setup were the so- alled adjustable beam splitter, that is responsible for the equal
weighting of the terms ontributing to the W-state, and the overlap of two photons
on a symmetri beam splitter in su h a way that the information of the mode where
ea h photon arrived from is lost.
By a quantum me hani al al ulation on the setup it was shown that the adjustable beam splitter has to ful ll ertain onditions (4.18) whi h ould be rea hed
by the a tual omponent. To align the overlap of the photons and to analyze its
quality, pair photons generated in the rst order pro ess of the spontaneous parametri down onversion sour e were used. A rotation of the polarization in the ber,
that had no in uen e on the preparation of the W-state, allowed to interfere the
initially orthogonal polarized photons. The visibilities rea hed with the overlap in
the setup were  85 %, whereas the theory predi ts 100 %. The visibility ould be
raised by the usage of interferen e lters with a smaller bandwidth, but this lowers
the ount rates in the experiment, thus, the hosen lter bandwidth of 3 nm was an
a eptable ompromise.
Various measurements on the generated state have been performed. A measurement of the three photons for horizontal/verti al polarization showed learly
the expe ted three ontributions of the W-state. The ba kground was 7:9  1:9%,
whi h is mainly due to imperfe tions in the polarization alignment, that auses
ontributions that should be ltered by post-sele tion.
Further, entanglement between the two remaining photons after measuring one
to be horizontally polarized was analyzed. This was not yet done by a Bell-inequality,
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but as a rst test the orrelations of the photons were analyzed in the zz- and xxbasis (i.e. for horizontal/verti al and  45Æ polarization). From these orrelations
one an on lude that the photons were entangled, but that the entanglement was
mu h weaker in one of the photon pairs, than in the other two, whi h is most likely
due to a birefringen e e e t in the overlap beam splitter. The violation of the
Mermin-inequality was not a hieved due to the low orrelation in the mentioned
ombination of photons. A measurement of the orrelation fun tion was showing a
low visibility for the same reason. All together, a ompensation of the phase most
probably will improve the orrelations for the parti ular setting and allow more
pre ise measurements on the W-state.
From the orrelations found in the other analyzer settings one an expe t measurement results that allow for a violation of the Mermin-inequality and the inequality proposed by Adan Cabello[23℄. A violation beyond Cirel'son's bound is {
at least for the W-state { extremely improbable to be rea hed be ause of the small
di eren e between the bound and a possible violation.
For further analysis of the W-state it is preferable to use the setup presented by
Yamamotoetal. [37℄.It was proposed only very re ently during the measurements on
the setup used here. Be ause it does not involve an overlap, it is more easy to realize,
more stable and promises even better orrelations. It will be ne essary to take are
of all the birefringent phases in the beam splitters. A further interesting analysis is
then a he k of the entanglement robustness by performing a state tomography on
two parti les after the "loss" of the third one.
There are already a few possible appli ations proposed. There is a s heme for
quantum key distribution and quantum se ret sharing by J.Joo etal.[38℄, but that
task an be most likely performed in a better way by proto ols using Bell-states or
the GHZ-state. Re ently a quantum game was proposed by Han etal.[39℄ and is
quite worth thinking of. A very attra tive s heme deals with a so- alled W- lone,
a state that involves the same produ t terms as the W-state, but with another
weighting. This state is an optimal quantum loner and an already be realized
with the presented setup by only ex hanging the adj. BS with a symmetri beam
splitter.
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A.1 The Hilbertspa e
There is a big variety of possible de nitions and notations in the eld of quantum
information and foundations of quantum theory. This is mainly due to the fa t
that di erent subje ts nd a ommon playground here. To avoid onfusion, I will
introdu e the de nitions in this work shortly. The quantum me hani al system that
plays the entral role here is the qubit. As the experiment is using the polarization
of photons, the notation is t to this physi al realization! The qubits exist in a
Hilbert spa e H 2 with the Blo h sphere as a possible representation (see g. A.1).
Pauli-matri es are observables in this Hilbert spa e. Here the de nitions:



1
0
z = 0 1




0
1
x = 1 0




0
i
y = i 0

The eigensystems to these observables are:
x j+i = j+i
y jLi = jLi
z jH i = jH i
z jV i = jV i
x j i = j i
y jRi = jRi
I use zi to denote the out ome of a measurement on qubit i in the bases de ned
by the basis ve tors jH i and jV i. Analogous for xi and yi:
zi fH; V g
xif+; g
yi fL; Rg
It will also be ne essary to talk of the eigenvalues orresponding to the eigenstates
that are the basis ve tors:
zi f+1; 1g
xi f+1; 1g
yi f+1; 1g
A z-basis measurement denotes the proje tion onto the basis ve tors jH i and jV i.
The de nitions for x- and y-basis measurement are analogue.
If a measurement is performed on many qubits (e.g. three qubits), then a basis is
hosen for every parti le. Naturally, for example zxx-basis measurement is de ned
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Figure A.1:

Blo h-sphere representation of H 2

as a measurement where the rst (in the order of the notation for the state) parti le
is measured in the z-basis and the other two in x.

A.2 Probabilities
At some point it is argued with probabilities. Let A an B be some events (e.g. that
the parti le i is measured in the z-basis and the out ome is H: zi =H). Then
P(A ^ B)
denotes the probability for event A and B. Similarly
P(A|B)= P(AP (A)^ B)
denotes the probability for A under the ondition B.
An example for the way joint probabilities are denoted is (for the zz-basis):
P++ =P(zi =H^zj =H)
and P+ =P(zi =H^zj =V) et .
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